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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
CHAPTER 1 

SMART GRID PI! OT DEPl OYilENT PROJECT POl ICY 

A. Introduction 
in this application, Paci s and Electric Company (PG&E) requests that 

California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC c mission) approve its 

proposal to implement the Sm il Pilot Deployment project, This project 
seeks to advance the modernization of PG&E's electric grid consistent w 
policy of the state of California as described in Senate B and 
PG&E's Smart Grid Deployment Plan (Deployment Plan) filed with the 

Commission on June 30, 2011, [2] 
PG&E's Smart Grid Pilot Deployment project will test, evaluate and deploy 

select technologies and initiatives on a pilot basis which when fully deployed, if 

results indicate that full deployment is appropriate, could provide significant 

value to PG&E's customers in the form of energy cost savings, reduced 

environmental impacts, avoided Operations and Maintenan< its, as 
well as improved service rfr^A'Dy ailc| n„k™cec| saj(_ ^ \ s application, 

PG&E is request! « capital, $32 million expense) 

from 2013 throug th an associated revenue requirement of 

approximately $39 million over the same period, 
As stated is the policy of the state to modernize the state's 

electrical transmission and distribution system to maintain safe, reliable, 
efficient, and secure electrical service, with an infrastructure that c et future 

growth in demand and achieve all of the following, which together character! 
smart grid: 
a. Increased use of cost-effective digital information and control technology to 

improve reliability, security, and efficiency of the electric grid. 
b. Dynamic optimization of grid operations and resources, including 

appropriate consideration for asset management and utilization of related 
grid operations and resources, with cost-effective full cyber security, 

HI Stats, 2009, Ch. 327. 
PI Application 11-08-006, 
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c. Deployment and integration of cost-effective distributed resources and 

generation, including renewable resources. 
d. Development and incorporation of cost-effective demand response, 

demand-side resources, and energy-efficient resources. 
e. Deployment of cost-effective smart technologies, including real time, 

automated, interactive technologies that optimize the physical operation of 
appliances and consumer devices for metering, communications concerning 
grid operations and status, and distribution automation. 

f. Integration of cost-effective smart appliances and consumer devices. 
g. Deployment and integration of cost-effective advanced electricity storage 

and peak-shaving technologies, including plug-in electric and hybrid electric 

vehicles, and thermal-storage air-conditioning. 
h. Provide consumers with timely information and control options. 
i. Develop standards for communication and interoperability of appliances and 

equipment connected to the electric grid, including the infrastructure serving 
the grid. 

j. Identification and lowering of unreasonable or unnecessary barriers to 
adoption of smart grid technologies, practices, and services." 

In its Smart Grid Deployment Plan, PG&E described 21 new initiatives that it 
plans to pursue over the ne years to provide benefits to its customers and 
to meet California's energy policy goals as outlined in id other 
legislative requirements. is application, PG&E is seeking authorization and 
cost recovery to begin work on six of these new initiatives. 

Decisic • ")B-C ivides the utilities with the option to seek approval of 
Smart Grid investments through individual applications or throu neral Rate 
Cast le six initiatives for which PG&E is seeking approval in this 
application require early stage development work now to provide customers with 
the benefits sooner than if PG&E were to wait until 2014, the Test Year for its 
next GRC, to begin the evaluation. 

As will be described further in this chapter and later in this application, the 
six initiatives have the potential to provide significant benefits upon full 
deployment to customers in the fc avoided energy procurement costs, 

PI See Decision 10-06-047, Ordering Paragraph 14. 
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reduced environmental impacts, avoided O&IVI costs, improved service reliability 

and enhanced public safety, If the projects were to be deployed at the scale 
described in PG&E's Deployment Plan, collectively, these projects and initiatives 
could achieve approximate benefits over 20 years of: 
• $550 million to $ ion in avoided energy procurement costs 

• $80 million to ion in avoided O&IVI costs 

• 5 to 9 percent improvement in system reliability^] 

• 1.6 lion metric tons of avoided carbon dioxide emissions^] 

In addition to the quantified potential benefits listed above, these initiatives 
may support enhanced public safety by identifying hard to detect high 

impedance fault conditions and advance California's progressive energy policy 
goals by support! •1 interconnection of higher levels of distribut , - lar 
photovoltaic generation and other intermittent resources, 

The potential customer benefits associated with large-scale deployment of 
the technologies identified in this application are significant, However, PG&E 
believes additional testing and piloting on PG&E's system is necessary to 
confirm the estimated benefits before seeking approval for the capital investment 
necessary to achieve these potential benefits, 

Beginning now with the testing and piloting rather than including these 

projects in jld allow deployment of the specific initiatives 
beginning i isuming the expected benefits are shown to be achievable, 

Including the initial initiative testing and evaluation work in its 21 ild 
delay large scale benefits until 2020 due to the timing of PG&E' 'cle. 

B. ound 
In response to tk sral Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007, 

on December • 1 • mnmissiori initiated Rulemaking C" )09, the 
Smart Grid Order Instituting Rulemaking • 4 "his • I at out to examine the 
Commission's policies with respect to modernizing the electric grid, Soon after 
the Smart Grid 01R was initiated, the federal government passed the American 
Recovery and Reinvestment A 2009 that proposed substantial 

[4] Percent improvement in System Average Interruption Duration Index. 
PI 2i >30 study period, internal PG&E estimates, 
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investment in grid modernization and new technology development to advance 

the Smart Grid. Later in 20 as signed into law in California outlining 
the state's policies for modernizing the electric system, describing the 

characteristics of a smart grid and setting in motion the process by which the 
utilities, interested parties and the Commission should undertake in achieving 
these state policies, including implementation of the utilities' Smart Grid Plans 

filed with the Commission under those policies. 

C. I'll / • - ' ' " . ised i' if " _ oyme j in 
PG&E's Smart Grid Deployment Plan adop 111 high-prioi • tart Grid 

strategic objectives in four program areas to guide P< ' d 

investments and initiatives over the next decade and to achieve the Smart Grid 
policies and goals established by SB 17: 
Engage isomers 

1. rerage SmartMeter" ' :hnology for Direct Customc " i efit — This 
strategic objective is to take advantage of 1 lartlVleter™ capability to 
stimulate industry-wide innovation, and implement programs, standards and 
technologies that can be used by customers a d parties to create 
and provide energy solutions and tools for customers. 

2. Improve the Use of Demand Respom sources for Operational 

Efficiency - This strategic objective is to enable better use of demand 
respon ources in energy and ancillary service markets and thereby 

increase the efficient use of these resources and reduce the environmental 

impact of supply-side energy resources. 
3. Support tl ! panding Market for Elect i In l> ""his strategic 

objective is to appropriately invest in the necessary Transmission and 
Distribution infrastructure and monitoring systems to accommodate and 
support the mass market adoption of electric vehicles. 

Smart Energy Markets 
1, Improve the Forecasting of Market Conditions - This strategic objective 

is to improve the ability tch energy supplies and energy demand while 

maintaining the reliability of the grid and increasing the use of renewable 

energy to meet statutory requirements. 
2. Integrate and Manage Large-Scale Renewable Resources - This 

strategic objective is to enhar ability to integrate large-scale 
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renewables into the grid in order to allow for more widespread deployment of 

clean resources and technologies that redu carbon footprint of 

PG&E's generation portfolio while maintaining energy system reliability, 

Smart Utility 

1. Enhance Grid Quia tection, Isolation, and Restoration - This 

strategic objective is to leverage advanced communications technology and 

control systems to assist utility operators and repair personnel to locate 

damaged equipment or outage areas, isolate the problem a :ore 

service to unaffected areas quickly, thereby minimizing customer outage 

time. 

2. Enhance Grid System Monitoring and Control - This strategic objective 

is to deploy advanced monitoring and control technologies to provi re 

in-depth understanding of grid equipment and conditions to identify 

emerging problems befc y result in system disruptions, 

3. Manage Grid Syste . Gage at ' ,»ses ~ This strategic objective is to 

use advanced technologies to enhance PG&E's capability to maintain 

voltage levels within required levels, and to use the same sensing, 

telecommunications and control systems to reduce energy usage by 

customer equipment and reduce electric losses in the utility delivery system 

and reducing costs for customers. 

4. Managi i smission and Distribution Ass • iidition - This strategic 

objective is to improve the utility's ability nitor real-time asset 

conditions in substations, which will help improve operational efficiency as 

well as provide advanced warning of potential issues that can result in 

equipment failures, 

Foundational and Cross-Cutting Smart Grid Infrastructure 

1. Provide Foundational and Cross-Gutting Ut stems, Facilities and 

Programs Necessary to Continuously Improve the Application of New Smart 

Grid Technologies - This strategic objective is to improve the foundational 

and cross-cutting systems and programs in information technology, 

telecommunications, and cyber security; technology testing, evaluation and 

standards development; workforce development; and customer engagement 

that are necessary in order to achieve PG&~ . lerSm. 7 d strategic 

objectives, 
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The *ategic objectives align with Californi ri modernization policies 

described in SB 17 cited earlier in this chapter. 

- *• ,.i on ": mi mi ; "" - • mi ^ • in- - • 

tion 
This immediate application seeks approval to begin work on six important 

Smart Grid initiatives with significant potential benefits to customers, but which 
require additional development and benefits verification before seeking approval 
for the associated capital investments for full-scale deployment. PG&E's 
proposed initiatives also include necessary investments in Information 

inology (IT) (software applications, cyber security, data management 

architecture, hardware and telecommunications). The project proposes to 
reduce technology implementation risk by focusing IT support on the testing and 
pilot stages while also performing analysis and high level design of foundational 

infrastructure to support the full scale deployments if the pilots prove to be 
successful. This approach minimizes costs and avoids unnecessary 
investments in large scale Srn; i foundational IT infrastructure until after the 

benefits have been proven, while at the same time expediting the high level IT 
design work in preparation for scaled-up deployment of these projects. 

The specific initiatives and potential benefits are described briefly below and 
in more depth in later chapters ; application. 

1. Smart Gi le Sensors 
I •; pilot project, PG&E will install line sensors to evalua r 

impact on reducing outage response time, improving outage location 
accuracy, and the ability to provide line loading information at the installed 
locations. To achieve this goal, following a testing and evaluation phase, 
PG&E will pilot recommended line sensors on up to 30 distribution feeders in 
three PG&E divisions. This pilot may also include evaluation of various 
communication technologies to support the line sensor operation including 
cellular, mesh radio and existing distribution automation telecommunications 
networks. 

This project supports advancing PG&E's Smart Grid strategic objectives 
in its Smart Utility program to: ibanee grid outage detection, isolation, 
and restoration; and ihance grid syste nitoring and control and is 
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consistent with mart Grid characteristics of improved reliability of the 

electric system, 

2. tage and Reac w " - ? timization 
In this pilot project, PG&E seeks to test voltage and reactive power 

(VAR) optimization algorithms and control systems on up to .tribution 
feeders ie PG&E divisions, to control one or all of the following voltage 

and reactive power regulating devices on PG& tribution system: 
(1) substation load tap changers, bus or feeder voltage regulators; 
(2) distribution line regulators; anc stribution line capacitors to achieve 
electricity demand and energy use reductions, voltage profile improvements 
and power system loss reductions. The optimization algorithms and control 
systems will use voltage measurements from SmartMeters™, and other 
substation and line equipment with voltage sensing information to adjust the 

distribution system voltage levels. 

This project supports advancing PG&E's Smart Grid strategic objectives 
in its Smart Utility program hance grid system monitoring and 

control; and (2) manage grid system voltage and losses and is consistent 
v f cart grid characteristics of: ,. iproved grid efficiency; 

(b) dynamic optimization of grid operations and resources; and 

"rtegration of distributed resources. 

3. Detw - e Distributr > n , rcuit 
tclitions 
In this pilot project, PG&E will test system analysis tools to more 

precisely locate outages and faulted circuit conditions caused by damaged 
equipment using inpi i a variety of sensors including digital protective 
relays, fault current sensors, SmartMeter™ voltage measurements and 

Smart Grid line sensors. During the pilot phase of this project, PG&E will 
install fault-finding software systems and telecommunication systems on up 
t( stribution feeders in two of PG&E divisions. 

This project supports advancing PG&E's Smart Grid strategic objectives 

in its Smart Utility program hance grid outage detection, isolation, 
and restoration; and hance grid system monitoring and control; and is 
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consistent with mart Grid characteristics of improved reliability of the 

electric system, 

4. She mand Forecasting 

The objective of this pilot project is to evaluate if more granular sources 
of data can be acquired and used cost-effectively to improve the accuracy of 
short-te mand forecasts for PG&E's bundled customers, which inform 

daily electricity procurement activities, The "e granular sources of 
information are SmartMeters™, transmission and distribution network 
devices, demand response programs, and other sources, 

This project supports advancing PG&E's Smart Grid strategic objectives 

in its Smart Markets program to assess the value of improving forecasting of 

market and portfolio conditions, and is consistent with SB 17 Smart Grid 

characteristics of increased use of digital information to improve the 

reliability and efficiency of the grid, 

5. s hnology Evaluation, Standards ar i iting 
PG&E will also seek to create a Smart Grid technology development 

capability to integrate and test new Smart Grid technologies, evaluate and 

develop Smart Grid standards, and improve PG&E's understanding of new 

Smart Grid technologies throe benchmarking of experiences of others, 

. initiative will also focus on investigating ways to use information created 
by Smart Grid systems including Smart Meters™ to create new or improved 

regulated utility services for customers to leverage the extensive 

investments already in place, This initiative will also investigate the 

applicability of new technologies being tested or deployed by other utilities to 

PG&E's systems including projects being developed using ARRA Sm rJ 
grants or in National I aboratories across the country, 

This initiative supports advancing Pi d strategic 
objectives in its Foundational and Cross-Cutting program to put in place 
programs necessary to continuously improve the application of new Smart 
Grid technologies, It is also consistent with virtually all of the SB 17 Smart 

Grid characteristics and specifically supports developing standards for 

communication and interoperability of appliances and equipment connected 
to the electric grid, including the infrastructure serving the grid, The work to 
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be performed under this initiative will build on the knowledge base and 

research results already obtained through PG&E's existing technology 

evaluation, testing and innovation programs, including those funded under 

PG&E's general rate cases and SmartMeter™ program, 

' i" i hstomer Outreach 
PG&E's proposal also includes an initiative to perform regional and 

community level customer outreach to engage our customers in 
understanding Smart Grid facts, costs and benefits at the individual and 
societal level, including with the five projects described in this application 
and other Smart Grid related projects as appropriate, This outreach is 
intended to support customers using Smart Grid enabled tools to make 
informed energy choices and to understand the Smart Grid capabilities 
being deployed, 

This initiative supports advancing PG&E's Smart Grid strategic 

objectives in ndational and Gross-Cutting program to provide utility 
facilities and programs necessary to continuously impro application of 
new Smart Grid technologies, This initiative also focuses on the customer 
education, awareness and engagement in the Smart Grid components that 

are necessary to achieve PG&E's other Smart Grid strategic objectives and 
is consistent with virtually all of t Smart Grid characteristics 
involving consumers directly, 

E. 1 II J • ' i - - r I r " r , rill! r-flt ; j ii: i 

vr:l( it Summ; i 
Table 1-1 below provides a summary of the estimated costs for each of 

the six projects contained in this application along with the associated 
annual revenue requirement, 
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

SMART GRID PII PLOYMENT PROJECT 
SUMMARY OF Pi iPENDITURE 

($ IN THOUSANDS) 

Project 2013 2014 2015 2018 "Total 

Smart Grid Line Sensors $2,551 $8,881 $3,023 $2,852 $18,908 
Voit/VAR Optimization 3,858 14,944 10,281 9,747 38,828 
Detect & i ocate Faults 1,733 8,224 1,547 1,508 13,009 
Technology Evaluation Standards & Testing 2,308 3,587 3,585 2,973 12,451 
Short Term Demand Forecasting 2,575 7<171 2,174 2,228 14,149 
Customer Outreach & Awareness 3,031 3,231 3,458 3,795 13,515 

Total Project Cost $18,053 $45,838 $24,088 $22,901 $108,880 

Revenue Requirements $5,992 $7,887 $94 $25,138 $38,891 

2. i i „ ' - f plicatii i 5 Incremental 

PG&E applie 3-step approach to test the incremental rial 
each cost estimate included in the Smart G )t Deployment Project. 
Specifically, the analysis considered: te incremental nature of the 

activities underlying the cost estimates in this Smart Grid Pilot Deployment 

Application; a incremental nature of the cost estimates relative to 
costs previously approved by the Commission in prior relevant proceedings. 

In the first stc sessed whether the functionality or other 
factors giving rise to the estimated costs are incremental to: 

activities that PG&E is currently undertaking, 

functionality that already exists in PG&E's current systems and IT 
applications. 

(c) other factors or functions that PG&E has requested and are either 
pending approval or approved by the Commission in previous 

proceedings. 
Where the specific activity or function giving rise to the cost estimate 

has not previously been requested by PG&E or approved by the 
Commission in prior proceedings, PG&E performed the second step 
described below. 

In the second step, PG&E assessed whether the specific components of 
the estimated costs (i.e., labor, materials, equipment and contracts) are 
additive to the costs included in PG&E's prior applications. 
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In order for costs to be considered incremental, the cost estimates must 

sati 1 ih steps. Using this process,' 1 • :ermined that the costs 
included in this application are incremental to any costs approved for 
recovery or pending before the Commission, 

F. Timeline for Implementation and Case Schedule 
PG iposes that the six initiatives be tested and piloted over a four-year 

period beginning immediately following the final decision on this application, 
specific schedule for each initiative will vary but, in general, the first 

two years will be devoted to analyzing and testing the technologies in a 
laboratory environment followed by a two-year pilot in a real or simulated 

operating environment, This schedule will provide PG&E sufficient information 
about the actual costs and benefits in time to propose continuing to larger scale 
deployment to achieve the targeted customer benefits in either its • 

a separate application, or to discontinue project development based on its 
findings about costs and benefits, 

In order for 3 meet this schedule, the Commission should approve 
PG&E's Smart Grid Pilot Deployment Progr no later than the end of 2012, 

* 1 rview • f - ' « i i 
The remaining testimony is organized as follows: 

Chapter 

2 

3 

Chapter Title Witness 

6 

7 

Smart Grid Distribution Pilot Projects 

Technology Evaluation, Standards 
and Testing 

Short-term Demand Forecasting 
Smart Grid Pilot Project 

Smart Grid Customer Outreach and 
Education Pilot 

Results of Operation 

Cost Recovery Proposal 

Dan Pearson 

Kevin Dasso 

Daidipya Patwa 

Steven Propper 

Niei Jones 

Teresa Hogiund 

H. usion 
In this application, PG&E is seeking authorization and cost recovery of 

$109 million to pursue early stage development of six Smart Grid initiatives that 
have the potential to provide significant benefits to its customers, modernize 

PG&E's electricity grid, and meet California's progressive energy and 
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environmental policy goals in a logical and stepwise fashion, PG&E's 

application recognizes that testing and piloting of promising technologies and 
approaches is warranted before making the substantial long-term investments 
that require significant expenditures, In addition, PG&E's application proposes 
to pursue promising initiatives as quickly as possible rather than delay the 
realization of potential benefits for customers, a situation that would occur under 

hedules. 
The initiatives proposed in this application represent new technologies to 

modernize the electric utility infrastructure, Consistent with the concept of the 
Smart Grid, these initiatives includ ich higher reliance on information 

technology than what many utilities have implemented electric system in 
the past, Therefore, the proposed testing and evaluation approach reflects an 
emphasis on both the grid and operations analysis combined with supporting 

information technology design and analysis, The deeper integration of 
information technology into the domain of electric utility operations requires 
evaluation and testing to validate the IT foundational requirements and to ensure 

that if projects progress to production deployment, there i ih degree of 
confidence of fully functioning, end-to-end reliable business and technology 
processes, 

Even more importantly, this evaluation and testing is required to ensure 
customers will receive the full benefits of technology integration, including more 
reliat /ironmentally sustainable and cost-effective utility service than would 
otherwise be provided by existing technologies, 

PG&E's Smart Grid Pilot Deployment Project is consistent with PG&E's 
Smart G ployment Plan and California's Smart Grid policies, and will 
cost-effectively demonstrate significant potential operating and environmental 
benefits for PG&E's customers, The Commission should approve PG&E's 
Program as proposed in this application, 
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CHAPTER 2 

SMART GRID DISTRIBUTION PI! OT PROJECTS 

A. Introduction 

' ope ai j i.( 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe Pacific Gas and Electric 

Company's (PG< nail Grid Distribution Pilot Projects under its Smart 
Grid Pilot Deployment Project and the forecast incremental costs and 
benefits associated with those projects. PG&E proposes to deploy o at 
basis three separate distribution projects that will demonstrate different 

Sm d technologies that can be used to increase reliability, reduce 
costs, reduce environmental impacts of electric system operation, and more 
effectively, integrate distributed renewable generation on PG&E's 
distribution system. These projects are: 

(1) Smart Grid I ine Sensors 
(2) Voltage and React A/er (Volt/Var) Optimization (WO) 

(3) Detect and I ocate Distribution Line Outages and Faulted Circuit 
Conditions 

The analysis, testing and piloting of these projects on PG&E's 

distribution grid will allow PG&E to understand and demonstrate the costs 
and benefits of these Smart Grid applied technologies prior to implementing 

a larger scale system deploymer ; is consistent with PG&E's Smart 
Grid strategy in its Smart Grid Deployment Plan, which provides for the 
Company to reduce the risk of implementing technologies new to PG&E and 
cor e feasibility and reliability of those technologies in a pilot 
environment prior to larger scale production deployment across PG&E's 

system. 
Each of these proposed projects is new and incremental to PG&E's 

baseline Smart Grid projects, as described apter 4 of PG&E's Smart 

HI Chapter 7 of PG&E's Smart Grid Deployment Plan filed on June 30, 2011 
presented both conceptual and provisional costs and benefits estimates 
quantifying the cost and benefits of the Smart Grid Projects and Initiatives laid 
out in the Deployment Plan. 
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Grid Deployment Plan, However, each project builds on and incorporates 

the know-how and insights from those baseline projects, 

2. Summary of Project Costs 
PG&E requests that the California Public Utilities Commission (Ci r 

Commission) adopt its incremental capital and expense expenditure forecast 
for these Smart Grid Distribution Pilot projects, 

The costs of the Smart Grid Distribution Pilot Projects are summarized 
in Tabh ,s follows: 

ii - " - i 
FIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

SMA ID DISTRIBUTION PILOT PROJECT COSTS 
($ IN THOUSANDS) 

Line 2013 2014 2015 2016 
No, Title Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Total 

1 Iota! Capita! $3,140 $31,246 $13,031 $11,905 $64,323 
2 Totai Expense - 603 1,819 2,000 4,422 

3 Totai $8,140 $31,849 $14,350 $13,905 $63,745 

9 3. Support of Project Benefits 
10 PG&E's three Smart Grid Distribution Pilot Projects will provide the 
11 following overall benefits: 
12 • The Smart Grid Lir sor project will install line sensors on up to 

13 30 distribution feeders on the overhead and underground distribution 
14 primary system to test line sensor capabilities to communicate when a 
15 fault is detected and provide current flow data to operations and 

16 planning engineers, The line sensors provide more accurate information 

17 about the fault location area allowing faster outage restoration by 
18 reducing outage response time and improve customer satisfaction, The 

19 line sensors provide accurate current flow information to operators and 
20 engineers to plan and reconfigure the system without overloading 

21 equipment based on actual current measurements instead of models 

22 and more accurate current flow information to planning engineers to 
23 support better planning of the distribution system rather than relying on 

24 models. I ine sensors provide more granular, location-specific 
25 information than conventional protection devices that operate under fault 
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conditions since the sensors are located beyond the protection devices. 

more granular, area specific information allows operators to more 
quickly direct physical line patrols to find damaged equipment that 
caused the fault. I ine sensors also provide more accurate information 
about an outage area tli lartMeter™ outage reporting. 
Smart Meters™ provide operators information about the number of 

customers out of service and which automatic protective device 
operated to isolate damaged equipment. 1 ine sensors c re 
precisely locate the area of the equipment damage within the larger 
outage area reported by SmartMeters™ allowing operators to direct 
personnel to this smaller area for patrolling and targeted investigation in 
a more expedited manner. 

• Voltage and Reactive Powe l:/Var) Optimization project 

(WO) is an automated distribution control system that communicates 

via traditional Supervisory Control and Data Acquisitii ADA) 
syst jipment to distribution line devices that will control the voltage 

on the distribution feeder, optimizing operating voltage and reactive 
power resulting in reduced customer energy usage at jced utility 

system losses by more precisely managing the distribution voltage from 

the substation to the customer's service point (distribution primary, 

secondary and service systems). Feeders with high penetration of 

distributed renewable generation will also be selected in the pilot phase 
of the project to determine how to impro nagement and 

integration of intermittent distributed generation sources, such as solar 
photovoltaic (PV) systems, which can adversely impact the feeder 
voltage profile. Solar PV systems can cause high voltage conditions 

when power outp i these generators is at the maximum, adversely 
impacting operation of the PV systems as well as impacting other non-
PV customers - area. tent that the pilot project 
demonstrates the ability to reduce voltage and line losses, customer 

cost savings are possible. To the extent that the pilot project 
demonstrates the ability for the distribution system to support greater 
amounts of distributed generation, additional renewable generation will 
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be enabled without the need for costly distribution system 

enhancements. 

• 111 feet air ' • ;ate Distribution LIi vi tages and Fault 
Circuit Conditions project will install and evaluate fault finding 
software system or systems for use in the distribution operations control 
room with inputs from distribution circuit relays on the magnitude of fault 
current. This will assist in further pinpointing the location of failed 
equipment that caused an outage and determine if there are incremental 
benefits of providing this more accurate location. The software system 
will take the fault data supplied by the distribution circuit relay and 
compare it to the calculated software program fault duty and identify the 
likely faulted area within a more specific, determined distance. The fault 
location distance will be confirmed in the analysis, test and field pilot 
phase of the project. The distribution circuit protective relays provide 

information about the type of fault (line to line, line to ground) and 
magnitude of the fault current. If the pilot is successful, PG&E will 

incorporate other devices that provide outage and fault locating 

information into the software to assist in further narrowing the physical 

location of outage-causing faults to reduce outage time for customers 

and reduce outage management and response costs. 

In addition, the combination of this fault analysis software with line 

sensors and voltage sensing devices, possibly including SmartMeters™, 
may be able to locate high-impedance faults in order to improve public 

safety. An example c ih-impedance fault is a conductor that breaks, 
but does not make a solid contact with the ground, resulting in an energized 
high-voltage line close to the ground presenting a hazard to the public. 

Existing protection equipment cannot detect these conditions in some cases 

because the fault current may not rea level to cause the protective 
devices to operate. 

Generally, there are multiple locations on each feeder that can have the 

same fault duty and, in these cases, the computer software system will 
provide all these locations. The line sensors will also detect the fault and 
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reduce the number of locations with the correct fault duty down to one 
location, the one beyond the line sensor which detected the fault condition, 

r ganizatio , • nainder ' s pter 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: 
• Sectic iluation of the Need for the Smart Grid Distribution Pilot 

Projects 

• Section C - Line Sensor Project 

• Section D - Voltage ai nctive Power (Volt/V- v Simization System 

Project (WO) 

• Section E - Detect and Locate Distribution Li ages and Faulted 

Circuit Conditions Project 

• Section F - information Technology (IT) Support Activities for Smart 
Grid Distribution Pilot Projects 

• Sectic tailed Project Costs (Distribution and IT) 

• Section H - Conclusion 

""" nil •• iii in > t - - - i J i 1 id DiSii , S - • i 

Projec 
PG&E's strategic Smart Grid priorities for its Transmission and Distribution 

' " syst j to improve safety and reliability, reduce costs for customers, 

improve the efficiency of the utility infrastructure and integrate higher levels of 
renewables including distributed renewable resources into utility operations 
through the use of advanced system control, telecommunications and monitoring 
equipment, PG&E has identified the following two operational "barriers" and 
"problems" that significantly hinder its ability to achieve these priorities, 

First, PG&E's ability to rapidly and accurately detect, analyze and respond to 
distribution system outages is hindered by its inability to precisely and quickly 
detect the location of specific faults using existing systems, PG&E's systems, 
even when augmented with SmartMeters™ outage data, identify fairly large 
areas that should be patrolled to find the location of the fault rather than 
providing a smaller area and/or definitive location, 
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ond, PG&E, like other electric utilities, must size and manage its 

distribution infrastructure in order to account for voltage variations and line 
losses, and uses complex line loss and voltage variation calculations to do so, 
This is because of the lack of more accurate voltage data from the field, 
particularly between the substation and individual customer meters, 

In order to address these problems a ' iuce these barrie , - " = ws 
evaluated and selected t ?e Smart Grid Distribution Pilot projects described 
earlier to test, pilot and demonstrate the feasibility, scalability, costs and benefits 
of using sensors, and communications and control system technologies to 
provide distribution operators and engineers with more accurate, m sid and 

more precise data from the field on line faults, voltage and other localized grid 
conditions, Control systems, analysis tools and the proposed project equipment 
deployed systematically throughout th stem may provide real time or 
near-real time, accurate information to operators, thereby enabling faster outage 

response and reduced outa; lagernent costs. Further, these projects will 
help reduce the environmental impacts of electric syst eration by improving 

the efficiency of the electric system throu uced customer energy usage— 
lower voltage can reduce appliance energy usage—and reduced energy losses 

in the utility distribution systi optimizing voltage regulation, Volt/Var 
Optimization in a large scale deployment can also assist in emergency peak 

demand situations by reducing system or localized area demand temporarily by 
reducing system voltage, I astly, t ontrol system may be able to 
mitigate some of the potentially adverse impacts of high penetrations of 
distributed solar PV generation, thereby increasing the grid's capacity for 
distributed solar PV and supporting California energy policy goals reliably and 
more cost effectively, 

Using the criteria for choosing Smart Grid projects described in PG&E's 
Smart G ployment Plan, PG&E has determined that these three pilot 
projects support the pursuit of Smart Grid technologies w highest potential 
for improving safety and reliability, reduci erations and Maintenance (O&M) 

costs, enhancing customer satisfaction and reducing environmental impacts on 
PG&E distribution system, However, these technologies require further 
evaluation and testing to confirm the potential benefits and the cost to 
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implement, prior to making the larger investments necessary for large-scale 

deployment. 
Each of these proposed projects is described in more detail below. In 

addition, IT support and pre-deployment design activities supporting all 

three projects are described in a separate section following the project-specific 
descriptions. 

i " « •" rid III i - - I1" - • ct 

• r iject Goe " • ope 
The goal of this project is to install line sensors to evaluate their impact 

oviding more accurate information about the fault location area, 
allowing faster outa; ©ration by reducing outage response tin :, - d 
improve customer satisfaction; (2) providing accurate current flow 
information to operators and engineers to plan and reconfigure the system 

without overloading equipment based on actual current measurements 

instead of models; and widing more accurate current flow information 
to engineers to support better planning of the distribution system rather than 

relying on models. I ine sensors will be installed on the overhead and 
underground distribution primary system to test the capabilities of the 

sensors to communicate when a fault was detect d to communicate 

current flow data to operators and operations and planning engineers on an 

as-needed or pre-determined time schedule. 

• , laiirt Grid Line Senson j i ject Will Work 
I ine sensors are proposed to be installed on primary distribution lines at 

key distribution circuit locatior inline, mainline branches, tap lines, etc.). 
See Figur allowing: 
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SUBSTATION 
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i 

I ine sensors can provide normal current loading per phase or at 
predefined levels of fault current communicate which phase detected a fault, 

When a line sensor detects a fault, it will communicate the detected fault 
information through a telecommunications system back to a central software 
application, The central software application will provide information to 

distribution operations personnel to assist in directing outage first 

responders to the detected fault area, 
Additionally, as required by PG&E's operations and or planning 

engineers, the distribution line sensors provide current flow information at 
user defined time schedules, Operators and engineers would then use this 
information as part of normal daily operations and planning for future 
distribution system upgrades, 

The distribution line sensors must be upgradeable and configurable via 

the telecommunications network to avoid physical field visits and the 
associated operating costs, 
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3. Line Sensor Infrastructui logy 

To effectively implement and test distribution line sensors for utility and 
customer benefits, the distribution line sensors will be installed at key 
primary distribution line locations, and managed b itraf software 
application that: 
(1) Controls the distribution line sensor configuration and communicates 

with other internal utility systems. 
(2) Utilizes a telecommunications system that can communicate the user 

requested informatit i the distribution line sensor to the central 
application and ad hoc user information requests within specified time 
schedules. 

(3) Includes cyber security systems and controls that prevent intrusion and 
inappropriate control system changes. 

Tiplies with applicable standards. 

' igrates into the existing and planned fut lity operating systems 
and technology architectures. 

An initial, proposed process flow diagram for t . 7 d Li nsor 
Project is provided in the Figui following: 
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PACI m ELECTRIC COMPANY 

LINE SENSOR PROCESS 
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^formation 
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Identify fault Update 
Connectivity Data 

Mapping 

Respond to Fault location & 

Monitor Device & 
•cation Health > Identify Communication & \ 

' \ Device Failure / 
Manage SmartGnd tine 

, Sensor OS/Firmware 

The controlling software application and distribution line sensors are 

highly specialized, computerized controlling system and devices when 
compared to the other items in this Smart Grid project, The controlling 
application needs nage the distribution line sensor firmware, manage 

the line sensor health and provide the ability for users to define information 
requirements and capabilities, The distribution line sensors need to be 
upgradeable remotely via the telecommunications network from the central 
application, have the ability for the user to define information requirements 

and have the capabilities to use one or many multiple telecommunication 
systems across PG&E's service area (i.e., cellular, mesh radio network, 
satellite communications, etc,) as needed, 

Five other key pilot project technology elements, applications, 

information architecture, telecommunications, cyber secu id standards 
and testing, will be provided by IT systems that are common across or 
otherwise support all three of the propos "ojects. These supporting 
IT activities are discussed in Section F of this chapter, 
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ject Activities 
During the start-up phase of the project, PG&E will select a number of 

different line sensor products to test and pilot on PG&E's distribution 
system, PG&E will scan the equipment industry for line sensors that are in 
production and or being used by other utilities; benchmark other utilities 
using line sensors to understand their potential benefits, costs and usage in 
operations and planning; review applicable standards and identify which 
specific line sensors comply with these standards, Examples of applicable 
standards include Federal Communications Commission (F( andards 
for radio operations, National Institute of Standards a imology Internal 

Report (NiSTIR) security, Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 
d other industry, state, federal and PG&E standards, 

PG&E will then analyze the technology requirements to support line 

sensors, including applications; cyber security; information architecture; 

standards and lab testing; and telecommunications, 

Once this analysis is complete, PG&E will plan and complete the testing 

of the technologies for use in the test phase, In a laboratory environment, 
PG&E will test the selected line sensors and identify the line sensors to use 
for the field pilot. This will include testing the line sensor project systems 

and devices against standards, prototyping line sensor integration and 
technologies, installing and testing the communications systems to be 
integrated with the sensors, and testing-related software applications, More 
specifically, PG&E's test program for the project will: 

tall and test line sensors and simulate faults and line currents in a 
controlled lab environment to understand the systems capabilities and 
performance, 

(b) Integrate line sensor fault information into PG&E's SCA :1 Outage 
Management System. 

;t remote firmware upgrades to line sensors and controllable sensor 
settings, 

jgrate line sensor current loading information into PG&E's load 
tracking and analysis system, 
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Develop documentation and training materials to support the workforce 

installing, operating and utilizing the line sensor information during the 
pilot deployment, 
Upon completion of the lab test phase, PG&E will then deploy 

recommended line sensor products on up to 30 distribution feeders in three 
of isions and proceed to operate, evaluate and demonstrate the 
project in the field. The results of the testing in the field, including 
performance metrics and any iterative changes in the configuration and 
design of the deployment, will be formally evaluated and reported to PG&E 
management including recommendations on whether to proceed or not 
proceed with further deployment, PG II provide status reports on this 
and the other Sm , d projects Commission as part of its annual 
Smart Grid progress reporting required by Senate Bill 

5. Project Benefits 

PG )ects that the Smart Grid I ine Sensor project will provide the 
following benefits and potential improvements to PG&E's distribution system 

following large scale deployment: 
• Improved systemwide and regional reliability,. asured by System 

Average Interruption Duration Index and Custom* "age Interruption 
Duration Index, by identifying and resolving outage locations and 
recurring outages better than current tools. 

• Improved customer satisfaction v ictric system reliability, 

• Improved employee and public safety by providing outage and area 

impacted information faster, 

• Avoided O&M costs by faster location and isolation of damaged 
equipment and avoided labor and transportation costs for personnel 
responding to outages, 

I ine sensor technology luring rapidly with multiple vendors 
communicating product availability and benefits, However, since the 
products are still new, PG&E needs to evaluate vendor claims and quantify 

actual benefits, PG&E believes that a proven line sensor product will 
enhance other distribution automation projects, (i.e., detection and location 
of outages and high impedance faults, etc.) because it can be scaled, 
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deployed and integrated easily once a base IT and telecommunications 

infrastructure is in place, 

I jec •' ' ts 

Smart Grid Line Sensor Project Pilot Costs are outlined in Tat 
following: 

LE 2-2 
PACI m ELECTRIC COMPANY 
LINE SENSOR PROJECT PILOT COSTS 

($ IN THOUSANDS) 

Line 2013 2014 2015 2018 
No, Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Grand Iota! 

1 Line Sensor 

2 Capita! $2,551 $8,483 $2,382 $1,931 $15,347 
3 Expense • _ 641 : ' • 1,581 

4 Total $2,551 $8,882 $3,023 $2,852 $18,908 

• i • ; " r cti -' jr • : -imiza • i - • ject 

• v >ject Goc J ' ope 
The goal of this project is to pilot )ptimization system to evaluate 

its ability to reduce customer energy usage and reduce utility system losses 
by managing the distribution voltage from the substation to the customer's 
service point (distribution primary, secondary and service systems), The 

project also includes feeders with high penetrations of renewables which can 

adversely impact the feeder voltage profile, PG&E will pilot a WO system 

that will communicate via the existing SCADA system to distribution line 
devices that will control the voltage on the distribution feeder, Distribution 

line devices managed by t • 1 yste t control voltage are the 

substation transformer load tap changer, distribution line regulators, and 

distribution line capacitor banks, Additionally, the project will enable voltage 

inputs to the WO controlling system by enabling Smart Meters™ to provide 
voltage measurements along with the distribution line voltage controlling 

devices, Curren _ lartMeters™ can display the voltage on the meter but 
require a firmware upgrade to enable transmitting the voltage 
measurements back to the proposed central \ 'stern, Additionally, an 
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application to manage the SmartMeter™ voltage user requirements is 

available but not installed as part of PG&E's approved SmartMeter™ 

project, 

2. How Would the ptimizatii ' ste i iject Work 
A WO software control system will be installed to manage voltage and 

var regulation devices on individual radial primary distribution circuits, The 

WO system would utilize the voltage measurement information from select 
or bellwether SmartMeters™ to understand the high and low voltages within 
each voltage zone in order to perform the necessary calculations to control 
the voltage and Var regulation devices to lower or raise the voltage on the 
distribution feeder to the lowest possible voltage while maintaining the 
required power factor at the distribution substation feeder level. 

The SmartMeter™ voltage measurements would be communicati i 
the SmartMeter™ throu &E's mesh radio network—SmartMeter™ to 

relay, relay to access point, access point to central operational data storage, 

The central operational data storage location is then linked with the WO 

computerized control system to provide the necessary high- and low-voltage 

information for the individual distribution feeders, An existing central 

SmartMeter™ voltage management tool would be used to manage how 

often the SmartMeter™ voltage information is required and which 

SmartMeters™ will be polled for the data, Basically, the tool will "ping" 
SmartMeters™ on a user defined timeframe and only ask for SmartMeter™ 
voltages that are outside defined voltage limits as defined in Rt 
(i.e., 114-128 volts),PI 

The distribution line and substation voltage and power factor information 
will be communicated by PG8V istir stem to an operational 

data storage system that is linked with tl omputerized control 
software, This same SCADA system is used to execute commands sent to 
voltage and var regulating devices to perfoi nested control 
changes, The SCADA system communicates over the existing PG&E radio 

network which links the WO system devices it is controlling, 

PI CPUC Rule 2 defines what voltage ranges investor-owned utilities in 
California must maintain on their distribution systems, 
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The WO system simultaneously manages voltage and the distribution 

system power factorP] at the distribution feeder level. Careful power factor 
management can minimize electrical losses in the distribution system. 
Distribution operators will maintain manual override control capability over 
each individual circuit WO control system. 

A component diagram for the WO Project is provided in the Figur 

following: 

FIGU 
PACI SID ELECTRIC COMPANY 

WO COMPONENT DIAGRAM 

UTILITY BACK OFFICE 

SCAD ft 1/1 'It Sat 
ijptimization 

Smart 
hfater voltage 
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\ "X. x " • 

V 
"*w. '"W.*.... 

\ / \ • 
J* 

Suhslatwi ' 

4 
Line Capacitor 

* 

Line Regulator 

Smart Meter 
customer voltage 

SCADA 

L ^ 4 
Line Capacitor PV Solar 

The voltage a * regulating devices will receive the command, 
perform the operation and communicate back to the WO controlling system 
what operation it performed. PG&E, as part of the analyze and test phases, 
will engineer the number of operations that each voltage and var regulating 

device can perform daily, monthly and yearly to provide a reliable and safe 

system that does not deteriorate equipment creating increas ire 
equipment failures or increased equipment maintenance costs. The desired 

Powerfactor is calculated by dividii lit of watt by a unit of var 
(e.g., Powerfactor = cos [taA1 (0 var /1 watt)] = 1.0 powerfactor). A 
powerfactor of nimizes line losses to the lowest point possible 
assuming voltage is at its lowest value per CPU 2 2. 
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operational parameters for the voltage and var management equipment are 

well known industry and have been tested over the many years of 
operation under actual field conditions. Additional jipment vendors 
recommend the number of operations for each voltage and var regulating 
device between maintenance intervals. 

3. iterized Contrc j u " i • 1 <k ii chnology 
The application called 1 mrnputerized control system is the key 

system that is required to manage the distribution feeder voltage and power 
factor. It relies on the voltage and power factor information obtained from 
select or bellwether SrnartlVleters" voltage and var regulating devices 
and the feeder breaker relay. This data requirement mimics existing SCADA 
information currently provided by limited amounts of distribution substation 
equipment and line voltage and var regulating devices. Approximately half 
of all distribution substation equipment and very few line voltage and var 
regulating devices can provide voltage and power factor information today. 

" WO application automatically controls a syst * 1 it has historically 

been manually set to operate within the desired ranges at peak load and 
minimum load but sub-optimally the rest of the time because the technology 

has not been readily available. 

The WO system manages the distribution line device configuration and 
communicates with other internal utility systems, utilizes multiple 
telecommunication systems to retrieve voltage and power factor information 
and controls voltage and Var regulating equipment using SCADA system 
equipment, includes cyber security systems and controls to prevent intrusion 
and inappropriate control system changes, complies with applicable 
standards and is integrated into the existing and planned utility operating 

systems and architectures. An initial process flow diagram for the WO 
Project is provided in Figur allowing: 
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The WO control application is a highly specialized, computerized 

system when compared to the other items proposed in this Smart Grid 
project, The control application needs to manage the substation and 
distribution line voltage and Var regulating equipment, manage the line 
equipment hes - ' *ovii''* • ability for users to define information 
requirements and capabilities, The distribution line voltage and Var 
regulating devices need to have the ability to use one or many multiple 
communication systems across PG&E's service area (i.e., cellular, mesh 
radio network, radio, satellite communications, etc.). 

The five IT elements required to support the Dject: applications, 
information architecture, telecommunications, cyber security, and standards 

and testing, discussed in Section F of this chapter, 
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Ject Activities 

In the initial phase of the project, PG&E will scan the industry for WO 
systems that are in production and or being used by other utilities. PG&E 

will benchmark other utilities usin< items to understand their 
benefits, costs and usage in operations and planning. PG&E also will review 
applicable standards and which WO systems are complying with these 

standards. The applicable standards include FCC standards for radio 
operations, security guidance from National Institute of Standards and 

mology (NIST), Department of Homeland Security, North American 
Electric Reliability Corporation, International Electi hnical Commission, 

Advanc ourity Acceleration Project (ASAP),IEEE, and other industry, 
state, federal and PG&E standards. 

;n will analyze the technology requirements to support WO 
system. This includes turning on the already-installed voltage measuring 

capability of its SmartMeter™ system at the meter and understanding the 

voltage software system and its capabilities. 
After completing this analysis, PG&E will begin lab testing of WO 

systems and devices against standards and for compliance with 
agreed-upon specifications to ensure compliance, including testing 

associated software applications. This lab testing will include the simulation 
of operations to understand th stem capabilities and performance 

against Rule 2 voltage requirements, as well as the ability to integrate into 
PG&E's SCADA system. Likewise, PG&E will test the ability to integrate its 

SmartMeter™ and line device voltage data into tb stern. At this 
point, PG&E also will scope the training needs of the workforce utilizing and 
operating the WO system and develop training to support the pilot. 

After completion of the test phase, PG&E will install the WO and 
telecommunications system on up to tribution feeders 1 ;e of 
PG&E's divisions. All the systems included and integrated in the pilot phase 
will be integrated into the utility production systems (telecommunications, 

SCADA, etc.). The results of the field pilot, including any iteration on design 
and scope of activities, will be formally evaluated and reported to PG&E 
management including recommendations on whether to proceed or not 

proceed with further deployment. PG&E will provide status reports on this 
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and other projects to the Commission as part of it annual Smart Grid 

progress reporting required by SB 17, 

5. Project Benefits 
PG sects that the WO Pilot Project can demonstrate the potential 

to deliver energy cost savings to customers and reduced utility system 
losses that reduce energy procurement costs for customers, In addition, 

PG&E expects that the Project can demonstrate the ability of 

current distribution system to reliably and cost-effectively integrate and 

manage the variations in voltage associated with intermittent distributed 
generation, especially solar PV generation, 

Current industry estimates are that reducing distribution voltage by 
1 percent provide vcent reduction in demand from customer 
appliance and on the uti tribution system, The customer energy usage 

and costs wot jced by lowering voltage at the customer meter to 

the lowest voltage while staying within the limits of Ri ire i ect 
relationship between energy consumption by an appliance and the voltage 

at that appliance, This concept of managing energy corisumpti )ugh 
voltage control is known as conservation voltage regulation, Conservation 

voltage regulation is not new to the utility industry but technologies are now 

available to make larger-scale implementation mu "e feasible and cost 
effective, As a result, demand and energy and the corresponding energy 

procurement costs would be reduced avoiding costs that would otherwise be 

passed on to customers. Just as importantly, distributed renewable 

generation penetration can likely be reliably increased by using the WO 
system to maintain the distribution primary voltage within desired operating 
ranges, The WO system would manage and reduce the potential for 

high-voltage impacting operation of the customer PV equipment operations, 

6. Project Costs 
The VI v eject Pilot Costs are outlined in Table " blowing: 
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PACii m ELECTRIC COMPANY 

WO PILOT COSTS 
($ IN THOUSANDS) 

Line 2013 2014 2015 2016 
No. Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Grand Total 

1 WO - Volt Var 
Optimization 

2 Capital $3,856 $14,645 $9,356 $8,735 $36,592 
3 Expense - 298 925 1,012 2,236 

Total $3,856 $14,943 $10,281 $9,747 $38,828 

E. Det - III, I - Ill i es - «; : . • « 

set 
• r jject Goal a • t 

The goal of this project is to install and evalui iiil'Cfinding software 

system or systems that will assist in more precisely locating failed equipment 

that caused an outage and determine if there . ditional benefits of 
providing a more accurate location to utility first responders to outages. 

• w t tect a • te Gutag^ , - i qject Will Work 
PG&E will install fault-finding software in the utility's control system 

network to provide distribution operators responsible for the individual radial 

distribution feeders with the ability for to see the results and recommended 

actions. fault-finding software utilizes available fault duty information 

from protection studies and actual field fault duty inputs from distribution 

circuit relays quantifying the magnitude of fault current and type of the fault 
to provide the likely locations of the faulted equipmei pects to 

incorporate other devices to assist in narrowing the physical location of the 
fault such as line sensors described earlier in this chapter. For example, if 

there were three locations with the same fault duty characteristics identified 

by the fault-finding software, having a set of line sensors in the path 
between these locations and the feeder relay will allow the line sensor to 

provide one location with the fault characteristic to investigate. Additionally, 
PG&E would look to incorporate systems and devices (including 
SmartMeters™) to locate high impedance faults and capture waveform 
characteristics to assist in detecting and finding these hazardous conditions. 

» 
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These additional devices may be used b E engineers to assist in 

locating recurring temporary outages that cannot be detected through other 
means. The components of the fault-finding technology to be used 
Detect and I ocate Distribution Line Outages ar Ited Circuit Conditions 
Project are described Hewing: 

FIGUI 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

DETECT AND LOCATE DISTRIBUTION LINE OUTAGE JLTED 
CIRCUIT CONDITIONS PROJECT COMPONENTS 
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Fault current 
gh to low -> 

3. Fault-Finding Infrastruc :hnology 
The centralized fault-finding software application is the key system that 

is required to integrate existing protection fault duty studies with actual fault 
duty information from the distribution feeder relay to provide the likely faulted 
location on a radial distribution feeder. 

The fault-finding system will utilize PG&E's multiple telecommunication 
systems to retrieve the distribution feeder relay fault information. It will not 
control any distribution substation or line devices and is intended to only 
communicate recommendations to distribution operators and outage first 
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responders on the likely location of the faulted equipmen' fault-finding 

software will include a cyber security system that can prevent intrusion and 
inappropriate syst ringes, complies with applicable standards and is 

integrated into the existing and planned utility operating systems and 
architectures. The process flow diagram for the Detect and I ocate 
Distribution I ine Outages ai sited Circuit Conditions Project is provided 

in the Figur following: 

FIGUR 
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The five IT elements to support t lect and I ocate Distribution I ine 

Outages and Faulted Circuit Conditions Project: applications, information 
technology, telecommunications, cyber security, and standards and testing, 
and communications are discussed in Section F of this chapter. 

•ject Activities 
As with the other projects described ; chapter, during the initial 

pha i&E will scan the equipment industry for fault detection software 
systems that are in production and or being used by other utilities. PG&E 
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will benchmark other utilities using fault detection systems and substation 

relays to understand their benefits, costs and usage in operations and 

planning, PG&E will review approved standards and what fault-finding 
systems are adhering to approved standards, The applicable standards 
include FCC standards for radio operations, NISTiR security, :, and 
other industry, state, federal and PG&E standards, Also like the other 

projects, PG&E will analyze the technology requirements to support 

fault-finding systems and software, 
During the lab test phase of the project, PG&E will test the software, 

systems and related devices against standards defined above and 

specifications to ensure compliance, Utility industry standard relays that 
provide fault duty will be used and tested. A fault-finding system will be 
installed in the lab to simulate operations to understand the systems and 
software capabilities and performance, The fault-finding system also will be 
integrated into PG&E's SCAD A and possibly PG&E's Outage Management 
Syst d tested in the lab. Training needs of the workforce utilizing and 
operating the fault-finding system will be evaluated and training programs 
developed, 

During the field pilot phase, PG&E will install fault-finding software 

systems and telecommunications system on up to 15 distribution feeders in 
two of PG&E's divisions, All the systems and software in the test phase will 
be integrated into the utility production system during the field pilot phase 
(telecommunications, software, security, etc.). After appropriate field 

testing, including any iteration in design and deployment activities, PG&E 

will formally evaluate the results a ke recommendations to PG&E 
management including recommendations on whether to proceed or not 
proceed with further deployment, PG II provide status reports on this 
and other projects to the Commission as part of it annual Smart Grid 
progress reporting required by SB 17. 

5. Project Benefits 
PG&E expects that the project will have similar but additional benefits to 

the Line Sensor project, including the demonstration of technologies to 
improve system safety and reliability, reduce outage detection and 
management costs, and improve customer satisfaction, This system can 
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1 provf tiple fault locations on each circuit based upon the fault 

2 characteristics that the substation relay provides and the fault locating 
3 software uses to project the faulted location, The I ine Sensors will assist in 
4 pinpointing which of the fault locations is the correct one when multiple 
5 locations are projected by the fault locating software, 

6 6. Project Costs 
7 The Detect and Locate Distribution I ine Outages and Faulted Circuit 
8 Conditions Project Pilot Costs are outlined in Table 2-4 following: 

TABLE 2-4 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

D 3 LOCATE DISTRIBUTION LINE OUTAGES AND 
LTED CIRCUIT CONDITIONS PROJECT PILOT COSTS 

($ IN THOUSANDS) 

Line 2013 2014 2015 2018 
No. Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Grand Total 

1 Detect and i ocate Distribution Line 
Outages and Faulted Circuit 
Conditions Project 

2 Capital $1,733 $8,119 $1,294 $1,239 $12,384 
3 Expense = 105 253 267 625 

4 Total $1,733 $8,224 $1,547 $1,508 $13,009 

9 F. I •; , - i • iiivii III i , ' if ; Ill -• ii"3 

10 As discussed above in the individual project descriptions, IT support is 
11 required for each project to analyze, architect, install, test, approve and 

12 implement systems that securely integrate data, information, distribution line 
13 device control, and controlling software systems, The IT support activities are 
14 categorized following technology domain areas: 

15 lications 
16 (b) Information Architecture 

17 scommunications 
18 er Security 
19 standards and Laboratory Testing 
20 In order to scope the required IT support activities for the projects, PG&E 

21 developi ill-scale, high-level conceptual architecture for each project, The 
22 conceptual architecture includes three different views of each project to ensure a 
23 comprehensive view into the business requirements for the projects, These 
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architecture views are: (1) a business process flow view; )usiness/IT 

informational view; and (3) an IT applications view, The supporting IT work 
activities were then scoped and estimated in alignment w business 

requirements to arrive at a suggested scope of work and costs for the necessary 
IT support activities for the projects, 

In addition, over the course of each pilot project analysis, evaluation and 

initial design of commercial scale IT activities required to support full-scale, 
production-level system deployment will be conducted based on the design and 
results of the pilots. This approach is a pragmatic approach to ensure 
foundational IT infrastructure for potential system deployment is evaluated and 
scaled at the appropriate size and rate before a decision is made on full 
deployment, 

The following section describes the IT activities in each of the five 
technology domains required to support the implementation of the three Smart 

tribution Pilot projects in this chapter, 

1. Applications 
Applications ; : central "brain" for Smart Grid systems, The 

systems can be comprised of one or more applications and essentially 

provide the ability to automate existing manually controlled operations, 

se applications are keys to the increased automation needed to derive 
benefits from the proposed Smart Grid projects. The increase in the number 
of telemetry data points and the need to process complex events with speed 
and precision require new applications to perform those operations within 
the context of the proposed systems in this filing, Wf re may be other 
supporting applications that comprise the entirety of the Srn d system, 
the applications referred to particular section are those that 
specifically perform the targeted business function, Generally speaking, the 
applications will collect data throu ariety of source systems at 
pre-determined intervals, process that data to inform another system or 
user, and provide output through either reporting, data feeds to other 
systems, terminal display, and specific control activities in the case of new 
field device operations, For the proposed system control actions, control 
signals are transmitted to distribution system devices to take action and 

these devices report back on the action taken, The system design, which is 
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based on the business requirements, can vary depending on the type of 

applications needed for a given system, The application, for example, may 
be installed centrally where it controls multiple circuits and devices at once 
or it can be de-centralized and operate at key equipment field locations 
controlling fewer circuits or devices by specific area, There are various 
tradeoffs to each design element which are analyzed as part of the overall IT 
efforts for each project to come up with detailed system design blueprints, 
The blueprints will depict the applications for each project in the context of 
their system definition and the various system interfaces associated with 
collecting data, processing it, and acting on it. While a detailed design does 

not yet exist for the three projects, each was modeled at a conceptual 
design level depicting requirements for new applications and augmentations 
or integrations to existing applications, Those applications are detailed 

below, 

Smart Grid I ine Sensor Applications 
/ (h-level, the Smart Grid i ine Sensor project system will send fault 

indication and current flow data to a central collection point where the data 
will be processed and analyzed by the application and the operators for 
operational use then sent to a data repository for storage and potential 

further analyse the Line Sensor project, there are three new 
applications proposed and integration requirements for two existing 
applications, 

First is the Sensor Head-End application, The sensor head-end 

manages device configuration and direct communication to each device, 
The sensor head-end could take many forms fr< ,DA application to 
other technologies. 

ond is the Field Area Network Head-End application, The field area 
network provides communication from line sensor devices in the field to the 
PG&E network. The application is the interface gateway for consolidating 
sensor data from the field, 

The third is the Fault Location Module application, The fault location 
module will incorporate the line sensor fault indications (data) collected from 
the Field Area Network Head-End application into the inference algorithms 
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to allow for the identification of the faulted zone (i.e., between two line 
sensors) for an outage. 

The next two applications are existing applications that will be leveraged 

as part of the overall Sm d I i , isor project system. The Data 
Historian application will provide a repository for storage, access and 
analysis of load information provided by line sensors. The Geographic 

Information Systet sset Management application will provide asset 
and connectivity information to the fault location module and other 
applications in the solutic ; Historian and Sensor Head-End). 
V plications 

For the WO system, the V ntrolling application will get voltage 
information from SmartMeters™, voltage informatic i line devices 
(switches, reclosers, voltage regulators, load tap changer, capacitor banks), 
and power factor information from the feeder breaker and then make a 
decision on what changes a jired on the line devices (for example 
reduce or increase voltage on the load tap changer and or line regulator), 

and electronically transmit the necessary instructions to those devices. For 
V • • o new applications proposed and integration requirements 

for three existing applications. 

First is the SmartMeter™ Voltage Monitoring Application/Firmware. " 
PG&E SmartMeter™ system, will require a new application and updated 

meter/network firmware to enable voltage monitoring on the system. 
Second is the WO Engine application. This application will accept 

triggers and inputs from the SmartMeter™ system and field telemetry via 
SCADA. The inputs will allow it to optimize grid operation based on 
configured business rules and priorities set by PG&E. 

next three applications are existing applications that will be 
leveraged as part of the overall Smart Grid WO system. First is the SCADA 
system. The SCADA system will provide telemetry and control to substation 
and field devices on the electric system. Second is the Data Historian. The 
Data Historian will provide a repository for stora cess and analysis of 
load triggers, inputs, outputs and results of the WO engine. Third is the 
GIS/Asset Management System. This system will provide asset and 

connectivity information to the WO engine and other applications in the 
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solution ta Historian and Advanced Metering Infrastructure Voltage 

Monitoring Application), 
Detect and I ocate Distribution I ine Outages ai ilted Circuit Conditions 

Project Applications 
This computer system allows for inputs from multiple data sources to 

process and calculate various business scenarios related to faults such as 
location, For this computer system, there are likely two new applications 
and a third with integration requirements, 

The first is the Fault I ocation Application which compares the fault-duty 
calculations fr votection analysis to the actual fault-duty and fault-type 

provided by the substation based feeder relay which then indicates the 
possible fault locations, ft can incorporate other data from line sensors and 
customer calls to determine the correct locations when multiple fault 
locations could result, 

The second is the Fault Database which will provide functionality for 
retrieval, storage, and access of fault data and signatures from relays, This 

function can be provided by the Data Historian or a custom-built solution, 
among other options. 

The third is set Management system which will provide asset 

and connectivity information to the Distribution Management System-Based 
fault location module, 

2. Informati i : <i 
Because of the increased quantity of information exchanges 

represented by the introduction of new devices and more widespread 
voltage telemetry, there is a corresponding increase in the complexity of the 
interactions between the systems referred to in the previous applications 

section. The complex system interactions provide an opportunity to simplify 
with technologies that first aggregate data from systems into one place 
rather than directly linking systems point-to-point, This approach allows for 
monitoring and management of the movement of information between the 
systems to ensure improved operational quality and stability, These 
technologies, for example, will be deployed between systems such as that 
between customer SmartMeters™ and the WO platform, Because of these 

new information-centric requirements, a systematic analysis of the newly 
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introduced telemetry and control data is necessary to ens at it is 

properly structured for ease of use and system consumption throughout 
PG& clication infrastructure. This will help maximize the investment of 
the implementation of these pilot technologies, and will help facilitate a more 
cost-effective, and accurate, evaluation of the implications of any full 
deployment of the new sensors, volta; lagernent algorithms, and fault 

detection applications. In each case, the full benefit of the investment in this 
pilot can only be realized if the information introduced by the new "Smart" 
telemetry and capabilities in this filing are well understood and constructed 
for an eventual, orderly, introduction into the broader field and technology 

operations for PG&E. 
Given the context above, the distribution pilots in this filing all requ 

reliable and interconnected information exchange among the platforms, 

devices and applications at play to ensure the overall data reliability, integrity 

and confidentiality required to execute a successful pilot. In order to ensure 
that connectivity, IT Information architect hancements are required for 
each project. These have been derived based on the proposed pilot scope 
deployment for each project, the requirements for application integration in 
support of each pilot, and the associated data exchange needs. The data 

exchange needs are characterized by: 
(1) The volume of the data exchanged 

(2) The frequency of the data exchanged 
(3) The volatility of the data (how often it changes) 

(4) Reporting needs for the new information 
For each such information exchange or data store, the scope of effort 

that has been considered in the estimations involves: 

(1) Performing a thorough analysis of the data exchange or information 
storage needs based upon the results of the deployment pilot 
evaluations of the various candidate products. 

(2) Developing information structures and architectures to support the 
movement and reporting of identified information based upon the 
identified data deployment. 

(3) Identifying the systems software and hardware required to support the 
movement of data in the full deployment. 
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fermenting limited deployments of software and hardware to support 

the deployment evaluation, 
forming data correlation, validation and analysis tools to ensure 

operational data quality and stability, 
' New and/or enhanced data monitoring and informatf lagernent 

tools to provide data in a useful manner to operators and engineers to 
act timely on faults or other situations, 
The estimates in this filing have been derived by estimating the work 

associated with each activity for each information exchange, In addition as 
part of the deployment pilots, evaluation and analysis will be conducted to 
determi information architecture needs at full deployment to validate 
appropriate interconnectivity between systems at production scale, 

3. s jcomr ations 
Telecommunications infrastructure enhancements are required for the 

pilots in order to provide a data path for information and control of new 
devices on the electric distribution systems, The telecommunications 

systems in place at PG&E for distribution line devices (switches, capacitors, 

etc.) utilize Radio Frequency technology that requires line-of-sight to the 

devices for effective operations, The SmartMeter™ syst lizes a radio 

frequency mesh network that relies on many devices that creat rsh 
network to receive and transmit customer meter data, This mesh network 

system is made up of relays and SmartMeters™ that act together to funnel 
customer meter data to a central access point that then communicates to a 

central storage location, 
Within the Smart Grid I ine Sensors and WO projects, PG&E will be 

seeking to utilize either a mesh network similar to the current Smart Meter™ 

network, cellular networks, satellite and/or other communication systems 

that provide the enhanced communications capabilities needed to support 

the projects, Therefore, PG&E has included incremental ivities for the 
installation of telecommunications system enhancements to support the 
distribution deployment pilots, 
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4. Cyber Security 

As described in PG&E's Smart Grid Deployment Plan, effective cyber 
security controls and mechanisms are critical to the safe, reliable, and 
secure operation of Sm; j technologies. The proposed Smart Grid 
pilots introduce new, computer-enabled devices onto the traditional electric 
distribution infrastructure which has not been subject to 1 re robust 

security measures currently applied to both generation facilities and the 

transmission network. Therefore, new devices on the electricity 
infrastructure will need to be evaluated and tested to ensure robust security 
controls are in place gate cyber security threats and risks. This is 

especially important when new IT enabled devices are placed on the 

production network and new systems are creal t have a closed loop 
control (no human intervention). The system must not introduce 

vulnerabilities into the safety, reliability or integ the electric systems 

operations. 
s included within IT support for the projects, the activities 

needed •• ,inta • wet of cyber security and address the following 
security risks and domain areas: 

(1) Secure Design and Governance 

The architectural design process that ensures security is built-in 
early from the beginning so that risk can be iteratively managed and 
mitigated throughout any project. It begins with the conceptual security 
model and ends with logical and physical design blueprints, along with 

the corresponding security plans and ongoing reviews to ensure the 
security lifecycle is being adhered to throughout. This also includes 
efforts to align industry standards to architectural efforts, 

k and Program Management and Metrics 
These efforts provide risk assessment activities throughout the 

lifecycle of a project. These may include activities such as risk 
assessments, audit and compliance management, and residual risk 

management through established plans, etc. New security profiles for 
Sm d will also be required to be develop gned to industry 
recommendations, and refined for PG&E-specific use. 
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(3) Policy, Training a areness 
These efforts seek to integrate any new change to the business that 

occurs for security policy including the documentation, traini d 
awareness to infc d chan processes required to secure the 
Smart Grid. 

(4 :ing, Certification and Audit 
These efforts provide critical security testing for new devices and 

systems that are being introduced into the enterprise. Activities may 
include penetration testing and may also involve certification work to 
ensure new devices are up to specifications to the company and 

industry standards as well configuration and state management to 
ensure that the systems operate and remain within their expected state. 

(5) Threat and Vulnerability Management 

Provides an early-warning preventative system through the use of 
information-sharing and correlation tools and techniques. Also 
establishes tools and techniques for rapidly identifying, quarantining, 
a loving identified system vulnerabilities through technologies such 
as anti-malware and automated system patching. PG&E has 
established a security threat management team to identify credible 
emerging threats and enable enhanced operational monitoring. 
Additional public/private partnerships have also been developed within 
tl ction to enhance information sharing. 

(6) Incident Management 

These services seek to quickly contain and quarantine, minimize 
a nage any cyber security incidents that occur. The services 
holistically review and extend existing incident management processes 
to be inclusive of the identification and consideration of cyber security 
risk as part of the operational incident management triage for the new 
Smart Grid systems. 

(7) Tools a Tinology Administration 

These services provide the operational control for security solutions 
that extend across the business. Systems that manage the logging and 
authentication for Smart Grid devices are examples of services that are 
performed under this category. 
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Most of the security estimates are labor associated with carrying out one 
or more of 28 specific activities that roll up to the seven categories listed 
above. Each of those activities were then estimated across the analyze, test 
and pilot phases for each of the business initiatives. The focus of the effort 
is primarily on architecture, control specification, risk assessment, and 
operations of the limited scope pilots. It is important to note that there may 

be subsequent mandatory controls that arise out of risk assessment activity 
to take place during the initial analyze/test period and the subsequent pilot 
phase which cannot be fully predicted at this point for the filing. Due to the 
limited scope of the initiatives, it is also anticipated that compensating 
controls and/or manual controls will likely fill gaps where risks ; led 
duri assessment periods. The actual building of any supplemental 
security hardware and software controls for the security system will be 
depicted in the architectural and design deliverables at the final stages of 
this Smart Grid pilot project. The exceptions to this have identified five very 
limited areas of security hardware/software investments. 

Because these are small scale production pilots (with closed-loop 
systems for example), a standard risk assessment process will be applied 

immediately up front followed by a second risk assessment pilot phase 

to determine production scalability risks to feed the production scale 
architectural design and control model. In addition, a detailed security 

profile that is a derivative aligned to the works produced by NISTlM and the 
contributing organizations such as ASAP-SGPI must be developed for each 
of these initiatives to perfo risk assessments in the context of the 
emerging regulatory frameworks. From a security perspective, part of this 
pilot effort is to expose and discover the risks of these systems and mitigate 

them before they scale production. This ensures an iterative 
approach to security that "bakes it in" so that it is not just designed and then 
applied retroactively. 

In addition, as part of the pilot deployments, IT evaluation and analysis 

will be conducted to determine the security requirements at full production 

National Institute of Standards and Technology. 
Advanced Security Acceleration Project - Smart Grid. 
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scale, This is critical to expose and discover potential risks and mitigate 

them before systems are scaled to full production, and to ensure that 

security controls are "baked-in" to initial designs rather than applied 

retroactively, 

5. Standard- borat \ • i ng 
Each of the pilots will need to adhere to industry IT standards that 

provide direction to the industry on designing systems for integration 
between utilities and vendors, Having standards in place reduces costs and 
increases the chances for integration with other components or systems, 

refore, IT standards-related activities will be required in direct support of 

the pilot distribution projects, These activities include the following: 
• Evaluate detailed standards specifications and perfo pping against 

pilot requirements, 

• Perform cross-standards mapping to examine overlaps, interoperability, 

potential standards harmonization opportunities and/or co-existence 

issues, 

• Define level of vendor compliance for standards-related features, 

• Apply relevant standards to PG&E's operating environment in support of 

the pilots and in conformance to standards, 

Table 2-6 below represents the key standards at this point in time 
relevant to the pilot deployments, 
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TABLE 2-5 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

KEY STANDARDS RELEVA • I PI1 ' ' "• "PLOYMENTS 

Line 
No. Relevant Standards Description of Standard 

1 COMFEDE (IEEE C37.239) XML format for various types of event data collected 
from electric power systems is defined. 

2 I EC 61850 Suite of standards for the design of substation 
automation. Includes requirements, information 
models (node classes and data classes), and 
conformance testing. 

3 DNP3, Secure-DNP3 Set of communication protocois typically used in 
SCADA systems, between a master terminal and 
remote substation or intelligent end devices. In 
standard networking terms, mostly a Iayer2 protocol. 

4 IEC 61968-61970/Back-End EIM 
Impact, OpenSG, SGIP 

Series of standards under development that define 
information exchanges between electrical 
distribution systems. CIM is maintained as a UMt 
model used to derive design artifacts like 
XML schema. 

I abcratory testing will also be required to test the proper function of the 
technology in use for the I ine Sensors, WO and Detect and I ocate 
Distribution i ine Outages and Faulted Circuit Conditions Project pilot 
deployments. This includes testing the installation of new technology 
components, proper electric system functionality, communications and 
software functions required. Specific electrical and IT testing of the software 

and devices will be based on the type of devices and vendor technologies 

selected in the analyze phase of each project. 
The majority of the laboratory efforts for these projects are for the labor 

required to install the components, construct and execute the various tests, 
uninstall the components and collect, organize and report the results. In 

addition, specialized communications test equipment and software that is 
not currently available in PG&E's laboratory is included in the project scope. 
Smart Grid I ine Sensors (I abs & Standards) 

Vendor applications will be installed in the lab for testing. These 
applications will be connected with the Distribution Test Yard id test 

scenarios developed and executed to understand and characterize the 
operation of these applications. Functionality testing will include creating 
normal and abnormal conditions on the monitored circuits and evaluating the 
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performance and accuracy of the products. The applications will be 
evaluated on the level of complexity in their installation and configuration as 
well as their operation. Data analysis and reporting functions will be 
evaluated. 

The Smart Grid I ine Sensor project includes testing of multiple 
communications technologies which are expected to include cellular, Silver 

Springs Networks (SSN) wirele sh, narrow channel radio, and possibly 
others. Cellular and narrow channel radio are mature technologies that are 
used by the utility today for various communications solutions. The SSN 
wireless mesh is used by PG&E as its core electric SrnartMefer™ network. 
Using this network technology to support communications for additional field 
applications has been envisioned to leverage additional capabili i this 
technology. Other communications technologies, such as WiMax, may also 

be included in this testing. 

Testing of the mature communication technologies involves ensuring 
that the devices are functioning according to their specifications. However, 

testing either the network technology or other emerging technologies 
involves more thorough and deeper testing. These uncertainties with the 
non-mature communications technologies need to be analyzed and tested 
as part of this pilot. This testing requires a large number of test cases to be 
developed and executed and will likely require an iterative approach to the 
testing as results from one set of tests will identify other tests that need to be 
executed. 

Voltage and Reactive Powe fVar) Optimization Project (WO) 
(Lab; mdards) 

dor applications will be installed in the lab for testing. These 
applications will be connected with th< and test scenarios developed 
and executed to understand and characterize the operation of these 
applications ctionality testing will include creating normal and abnormal 
conditions on t nitored circuits and evaluating the performance and 
accuracy of the products. The applications will be evaluated on the level of 
complexity in their installation and configuration as well as their operation. 
Data analysis and reporting functions will be evaluated. 
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Additional lab will perform an IT integration and scalability 

assessment of the vendor applications. The integration will quantify the 
ability of the vendor products to be integrated into the utility back office 
systems. The scalability assessment will provide guidance as to the ability 
of the vendor products to be able to support the size of PG&E's distribution 
system. 

Detect and I ocate Distribution Line Gutag s 
Project (Labs & Standar 

Vendor applications will be installed in the lab for testing. These 
applications will be connected with th d test scenarios developed 
and executed to understand and characterize the operation of these 
applications. Functionality testing will include creating normal and abnormal 
conditions on the monitored circuits and evaluating the perform a rice and 

accuracy of the products. The applications will be evaluated on the level of 
complexity r installation and configuration as well as their operation. 
Data analysis and reporting functions will be evaluated. 

The currently installed technology at many PG&E substations requires a 
manual activity after a fault to gather the engineering data that is available in 

the substation. The lab will prototype an automated function using a 
Complex Event Processor system that will automate the collection of the 
post-fault engineering data, combine this with the initiating fault data and 
transfer this data to the fault analysis application under test. 

Additional lab will perform an IT integration and scalability 

assessment of the vendor applications. The integration will quantify the 
ability of the vendor products to be integrated into the utility back office 
systems. The scalability assessment will provide guidance as to the ability 

of the vendor products to be able to support the size of PG&E's distribution 
system. 

6. iect Costs 
The technology costing process for the Smart Grid Distribution Pilot 

projects followed a three-step process. First, the high level business 
processes for the pilot projects where defined alongside the information/data 
reporting needs. Next, technology foundational areas requiring modification 

to supp jjects were defined by technology domain. These include 
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applications, information architecture, telecommunications, cyber security 

and standards and laboratory testing domains. Specific activities were 
defined within each technology domain across the "analyze, test and pilot 
deployment" phases for each project, as well as pre-depioyment design 

activities to prepare for potential system deployment. As a final step, costs 
were derived across all activities within the technology domains based on 

hardware, software and labor requirements for each activity. Both estimated 
project management and G&IVI costs were included commensurate to the 
level of technology involvement in each project, as is standard to all PG&E 
technology-intensive projects. 

G. Details • - oje tribul "" I » 

Srn d Distribution Pilot Project Costs by type of work, labor and 
materials are outlined in Table 2-7 following: 
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IFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

SMART GRID DISTRIBUTION PILOT PROJECT COSTS (DISTRIBUTION AND IT) 

2013 2014 2015 2018 Totai 

Distribution I abor Total 
IT i abor Total 
Distribution Materials 
IT Hardware 
T Software 

$2,451,345.3 
3,842,718.7 

582,304.(8 
391,878.8 

1,091,484.7 

$9,229,249.7 
11,703,439.9 

5,442,578.8 
2,708,795.8 
2,182,247,8 

$8,082,222,2 
4,587,924,4 
1,982,312,0 

438,723,6 

$5,586,470.7 
4,734,885,2 
1,584,000.0 

$23,329,788,0 
24,848,986,2 
9.551.193.2 
3.539.198.3 
3,253,712,5 

Total by Year $8,140,010,2 $31,248,309.8 $13,031,182,3 $11,905,355,9 $84,322,858,2 

Total Running $8,140,010.2 $39,388,319,98 $52,417,502,24 $84,322,858,17 

Distribution Maintenance 
IT Maintenance 

_ 
602,829,2 1,819,181,5 

68,855,7 
1,931,583,0 

88,855.7 
4,353,393,7 

Total by Year _ $602,829,2 $1,819,181,5 $2,000,238.7 $4,422,049.5 

Totai Running _ $802,629.24 $2,421,810.77 $4,422,049.47 

ion 
PG&E selected these three Smart Grid Pilot Projects based on the drivers 

and elements of its Smart Grid Vision and deployment plan. These projects 
seek to pilot new Smart Grid Technologies that PG&E, and the industry 

generally, believes will make a significant positive impact over time in reducing 
costs that would otherwise be borne by customers, relial naging increasing 

distributed renewable resources, improving electric system safety and improving 

customer reliability. PG&E's Smart Grid Pilot projects are pragmatic and 
focused to assist in meeting Californi vironmental and energy policies and 

providing foundational infrastructure to meet future changes se policies. 
PG&E's strategy is to proceed cautiously based on conservative benefit and 

cost analysis, and to test out and pre feasibility of Sm , ' ' d technologies 
prior to full scale deployment. This means that PG&E will perform an analysis 

on the status of these new devices within the industry, test individual device 
capabilities and integration within the lab, then pilot individual capabilities at a 
small-utility scale on multiple distribution circuits and then if benefits show the 
need for and benefits of further deployment, then deploy across its utility 

infrastructure after full review and approval by the CF ; appropriate. 

I 
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
CHAPTER 3 

111 '• L- * ^ ^ I L ' 1A 1 - - 1 It If MG 

A. Introduction 

ckground 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe Pacific Gas and Electric 

Company's (PG< = oposed Smart Gi * "" fmolocp uation, Standards 
and Testir " "T initiative to support the Compan • „ d Pilot 
Deployment Project, 

As described in Senate B m technologies and capabilities 

consistent with the characteristics of a smart grid are key aspects of 
modernizing the electric system in California, The rapid evolution of the 
Sm d environment involves dramatic changes to the electric system, 

requiring substantial new long-term planning efforts and the ability to identify 

and integrate emerging technologies more effectively than ever before, 
In its Smart Grid Deployment Plan filed with the California Public Utilities 

Commissi JUC or Commission) on June 30, 2011, PG&E identified a 
set of high-priority initiatives which provide new, incremental benefits to 
customers, ener Yets and society as a whole by integrating advanced 

communications and control technologies to transform the operations of the 

electric system, PG&E applie rused approach by selecting projects 

that have the potential to provide significant benefits to customers, 
However, some of the technologies proposed are relatively new or have not 

been proven in real-world operating environments, PG&E seeks to minimize 
the inherent risks associated with new technology by phasi 
development and deployment of the projects, 

This chapter describes the foundational Smart Grid TEST initiative to 
identify and evaluate promising new Smart Grid technologies, enable and 
facilitate adoption of emerging Smart Grid technology standards and verify 
the performance of emerging Smart Grid technologies in controlled test 
environments to prove the feasibility of Sm d projects prior to 
large-scale deployment, This initiative increases the Company's 
benchmarking and acquisition of Smart Grid technology expertise and 
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know-how, and enables engagement with industry-wide Smart Grid 

technology experts, technology developers, and standard-setting bodies. 
In Chapter 2 and 4 of this testimony, PG&E describes the 

four high-priority Smart Grid pilot projects it has chosen for initial testing and 
deployment under its Smart Grid Pilot Deployment Plan. These projects 
represent a subset of the technology roadmap PG&E proposed in its 
Smart Grid Deployment Pla I 1 i/hich includes 'ejects categorized 
across Engaged Consumer, Smart Energy Markets, Smart Utility, and 

Cross-Cutting and Foundational program focus areas. 
The TEST initiative is separate but complementary to the four pilot 

projects. It is one of the Cross-Cutting and Foundational program initiatives 
included in PG&E's Smart Grid Deployment Plan and represents the 
capability beyond the other four pilot projects required to implement and 

coordire rt Grid technology identification and evaluation, 

standards, and testing activities in other areas across all departments in 
PG&E over the 2013-2016 time period. 

The TEST initiative builds on but does not duplicate the 
Smart Grid-related technology evaluation and innovation activities that have 
been funded or requested in other proceedings, including funding in PG&E's 

2011 General Rate Case, SmartMeter™ cases, and Demand Response 

([ ses.P] The capabilities are foundational to implementation of 
PG&E's Smart Grid Plan because they are necessary precursors to 
successful deployment of the Smart Grid initiatives described in the 
Smart Grid Deployment Plan, as well as to future PG&E Sim j 
initiatives a application of approaches from other utilities and third-
party technology developers to PG&E's system. In short, th< itiative 

is essential to PG&E's ability to learn about, acquire, test and leverage 
promising new Smart Grid technologies for the benefit of its customers and 
California. 

The TEST initiative will provide a centralized organization for the 
Smart Grid technology evaluation and innovation activities at PG&E, helping 

Appendix A, pp. L 
See Section E2 of the policy chapter of this application. 
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identify and evaluate emerging technology projects, in order to achieve the 
desired strategic objectives set forth in the Smart Grid Deployment Plan, 
Specifically: 

(a) By creating the capacity to identify and coordinate Smart Grid 

technology activities across PG&E, the TEST initiative will decrease the 
risks associated with managing diverse technology projects at different 
stages of maturity across multiple apartments. 

(b) By actively promoting the use of newly-available data across PG&E's 
operations, tin itiative will help achieve new benefits for 
customers, 

(c) By increasing PG&E's ability to leverage industry and publicly-funded 

Smart Grid research and demonstrations, i ' initiative will prevent 
PG6 "i spending resources on duplicative efforts to those done 
elsewhere, and will help PG&E make use of the best available 

Smart Grid technology at a lower cost to its customers, 
(d) By focusing PG&E's standards development and compliance 

certification efforts in areas not previously possible, the TEST initiative 
will shape the futi " Sm; i i technology holistically to maximize 

interoperability, minimize technology selection risk and reduce 

implementation costs for customers, 
(e) Finally, by providing testing resources beyond current activities to 

reduce the implementation risk of new and emerging technologies, this 
initiative will improve the effectiveness a uce the cost of future 

large-scale Smart Grid deployment efforts, 
This TEST initiative is an essential investment for PG&E ke today 

in order to continuously improve the safety, reliability and customer focus of 
PG& araltoris, even while the grid is being transformed to empower 
customers and respond to new demands, PG&E needs to operate its 
existing systems efficiently and ke renewable resources an 
ever-expanding part of the energy mix. By continuing to build a strong 

foundation now, PG&E will be better prepared to meet dema 
technology gaps, and enabl anger and more resilient infrastructure for 
its customers, 
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if ganization of II „ •• apteir 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: 
• Sectic Need Assessment 

• Section C - Proposed Smart Grid TEST Initiative 

• Section D - Estimated Costs Requested in Tl apter 

"" 1 id - Ji -

When implementing new technology, companies inevitably face a set of 
execution risks due to the fast-paced and unproven nature of technological 
change. For PG&E, the potential risks associated with future Smart Grid 
investments could include such problems as: (1) selecting less effective 

technologies or systems that could adversely impact reliability, safety, security or 
customer data privacy; cloying technologies that require costly upgrades, 
maintenance, or replacement sooner than expected; (3) paying for unnecessary 

technology that provides less benefit than expected; c ailing to design 

deployments in a way that maximizes the benefits to customers, markets, or 
other stakeholders. 

Beyond the individual project risks, planners in the Smart Grid environment 
face the larger challenge of managing long-term technology identification and 

development across a wide-ranging set of domains. These domains include 

such diverse areas as power engineering, automation, telecommunications, 
information systems, Transmission and Distributio perations, energy 

efficiency and DR programming, electric vehicle integration, and energy 
procurement. Within each of these different realms, technologies also vary 
dramatically in their mat i the earliest proof-of-concept to somewhat 
tested to widely deployed. 

As the complexity of the utility infrastructure increases, there is a significant 

need to test and pilot systems and equipment in an "end-to-end" fashion to 
reduce risk, ensure benefits and manage costs. As the Smart Grid environment 
integrates grid infrastructure with advanced communications and control 
technology, PG&E's technology evaluation capabilities must be enhanced to test 

new types of equipment, work processes and integrated systems. With this 
project, PG&E seeks to combine capabilities into a single responsible 
organization. PG&E's proposed Smart Grid staff will leverage existing facilities 
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to investigate and test new Smart Grid devices, equipment, communications, 
applications, and systems in an integrated mariner that models the Smart Grid 
and the new customer, market and utility interactions. 

This initiative is required in order to achieve alignment between PG&E's 
needs and the Smart Grid solutions currently being developed and 
commercialized in the marketplace. By testing and maturing products at small 

scale and i • ntrolled environment, this initiative will redt risks and 
costs associated with these technologies, when deployed at large scale into 
production systems. 

By deliberately specifying and coordinating the resource requirements 

associated with technology identification and development, PG&E expects to 
successfully achieve the simultaneous development of multiple Smart Grid 

capabilities acros mber of different program areas. 

C. Proposed Sm re 

>sed Initiative 
PG&E proposes to create a foundational Smart Grid TEST capability to 

support the successful deployment of Smart Grid initiatives as described in 
the Smart Grid Deployment Plan, as well as new initiatives that will emerge 
in the future. This TEST initiative has five components: 

(a) Creating and coordinating Smart Grid technology identification and 
development across PG&E. 

(b) Leveraging data torn newly deployed technology and infrastructure 
throughout PG&E's operations and services. 

(c) Applying external research and demonstrations from industry and 
publicly funded projects to improve PG&E's operations. 

(d) Expanding PG&E's engagement in standards development efforts and 

supporting compliance certification activities not currently covered. 
(e) Reducing the risk of new and emerging technologies through an "end-to-

end" technology evaluation and testing capability. 

a. Creating and Coordinating Smart Grid Technology Identification and 
Development Acre 

PG&E will reqi N staff to implement this initiative, under the 
leadership of a new progr jnager for Smart Grid TEST. It is 
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essential that a single program manager be established to manage and 

coordinate these activities. Without such a position, it is unlikely that 
this evolving technology identification and development will successfully 
translate into PG&E's Smart Grid objectives or the expected benefits for 
customers. 

PG&E staff directed by the new program manager will further 

develop PG&E's Srn d technology roadmap, identify appropriate 
projects, plan and schedule projects, solicit additional fundir i 
partners and government agencies where appropriate, provide project 
test plans, and coordinate and collaborate with vendors and other 
parties. 

PG&E staff will coordinate these new activities across the multiple 
disciplines relevant to the Smart Grid, including electrical power 
systems, Information Technology (IT), and communications technology. 

PG&E does not currently si soused initiative as proposed here. 
oad and sustained approach is critical for the level of technology 

change that is being driven by the Smart Grid. 
Through increased coordination of Smart Grid technology 

identification and development, PG&E expects lize a number of 
customer benefits. These include: new, incremental benefits from 
newly deployed technology, infrastructure and data (already paid for 
through approved projects such as the SmartlVleter™ project); lower 
costs as a result of improved operational efficiency; avoided costs of 
selecting the wrong technology and having to change course later; and 
greater reliability, safety, security, and customer data privacy. 

PG&E will requir -Time Equivalenl f program 
management staff in the first year an in the following 
three years. 

b. Leveraging Newly Available Data Through 'rations and 
Services 

The availability of data from new infrastructure (such as 

Smart Meters™, expanded substation Supervis • mtrol a ca 
Acquisition, and distribution automation equipment) presents significant 
opportunities for operational improvement within PG&E's operations and 
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services. These improvement opportunities include not only those 

envisioned during original project planning, but also new and emerging 
opportunities that arise from innovative types of analysis. After many 

decades of having only limit nthly usage data from 
electromechanical meters, PG&E now has a wealth of data from which it 
can derive fresh insights. However, moving beyond traditional patterns 

of activity often requires new approaches. Achieving operational 
improvements of these kinds requires focused staff that can actively 
promote the availability of new data, and help support the development 
of new applications and services using such data. 

There £ ny domains within PG&E's operations where benefits 
from new types of analysis are expected. For example, PG&E may be 
able to further improve T&D system demand forecasting and load 
profiling to improve operations. Electi tide (EV) charging is an 
area with significant potential for adverse grid impacts that can be more 
thoroughly understood by analyzing emerging data streams as EV 
penetration increases. Finally, PG&E expects to find new applications 
for data to improve the integration 3wable resources such as more 

accurate and timely information about customer-owned generation 

output and actual operating parameters. 
Understanding and utilizing new data can be enhanced through 

advanced visualization systems that translate raw data into pictorial and 
graphical forms for easy pattern recognition. A significant amount of the 
new Srn d data will be location-bast , , il advanced designs for 
fully utilizing location-based information will be needed. Additionally, 
real-time digital simulations emerging analysis tool that PG&E 

expects to apply and continue developing to better understand the grid 
impacts of new technology. 

PG&E will require 1 1 "'progre nagement staff and 
0. new engineering staff, per year over the 4-year period for this 

component of the TEST initiative. 
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c. Applying Industry and Oth srnal Research and Demonstration to 
PG&E's Operations 

The rapid evolution oft d environment is taking place 
across a wide playing field encompassing private industry (utilities, 
telecom companies, device manufacturers, and others), the public 
sector (federal and state agencies), and nonprofit organizations 
(research consortiums, standard-setting entities, etc.). Substantial sums 
of research funding are already flowing into Smart Grid projects in the 
industry frc ny sources. In order to achieve the highest possible 
level of benefits from these industry activities for customers, PG&E 
needs to be aware of and engaged in the most relevant industry 
consortia, and to have at its fingertips the most recent results of publicly 
and privately-funded research activiti mid duplication of 
activities, st be fully informed about the latest research and 

demonstration efforts. These include projects funded by the Department 
of Energy's (DOE) Smart Grid Investment Grant and Sm d 
Demonstration Grant programs, California agency-managed research 

projects, as well as the efforts at DOE's national labs (Sandia, Pacific 

Northwest Nation oratories, National Renewable Energy 
oratories and others). In addition, privately funded research 

organizations like the Electric Power Research Institute manage 

research programs through a consortium of industry participants who 
create and carry out shared research agendas in electric transmission 

and distribution, new end-uses and renewable resource integration. 
Through this proposed program element, new program staff will 

engage in technology scanning, industry peer visits, benchmarking and 
collaborative efforts, in order to le m the work others have already 
done. In addition, PG&E plans to ramp up its efforts to attract outside 
funding (non-ratepayer dollars) through grants offered by state 
agencies, 1 >E, and others. This may include contributing in-kind 

resources such as staff time or test facilities, and small amounts of 
money toward early-stage "matching grant" opportunities. In this way, 
PG&E can more proactively influence the research and development 

agenda to address the challenges faced in its service territory. 
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PG )ects that gaining greater visibility into industry and 

publicly-funded research will provide: est savings for customers by 
not conducting unnecessary researcl Dwenoost technology 

evaluation through leveraging dollars already being spent by others to 

study technologies relevant to PG&E customers; and (3) improved 
operations as a result of importing others' successful practices. 

PG&E will require program management staff for four 
years, and of engineering staff for the first two years for this 
component of the TEST initiative. PG&E also proposes $1 r ion of 
other program expense such as funding for research cost sharing over 
the four years, for this component. The total cost will be $2 lion. 

d. Expanding Standards Development and Compliance Certification 
The size and diversity of the Smart Grid environment—referred to 

by some as a "system of systems"—presents challenges to successful 
and secure integration. However, this integration is critical to deriving 
tl benefits of new technology for customers and utility operations. 

In order to achieve integration and interoperability, the Smart Grid must 
be governed by a unifying set of standards, protocols and interfaces. 
While a few existing standards may provide guidance for certain devices 
or technologies, much of the emerging Smart Grid requires the creation 

of new standards. 
Technology vendors, such as device manufacturers and telecom 

providers, release new products into the market as quickly as possible in 
order to capture maximum commercial advantage. Vendors' interests, 

however, do not always align with utility customer expectations for 
security, privacy, interoperability, reliability, and safety. Furthermc 
competitive marketplace requires durable, flexible solutions that are not 

tied to specific vendors or proprietary technologies. Building a 
foundational platform of standards creates an environment in which 
product developers can build and innovate, knowing more clearly what 
shared capabilities a jired for widespread adoption. This is 
especially important given how much of the Smart Grid benefits are 
dependent upon "network effects" (under which products provide value 
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in direct proportion to the extent of adoption by other users, e.g., smart 

phones or text messages). 
Within utilities such as PG&E, adoption chnology standard 

goes throuc jmber of steps, beginning with the development of the 
business case and use case for :t class, followed by the 
documentation of commercial and technical requirements, and then 
technical specifications. Then, once a technology prototype has been 
developed to deliver the necessary requirements consistent with the 
technical specifications, it must undergo certification testing. Finally, 
interoperability testing verifies that devtci i multiple vendors which 
are certified to a particular technical specification can operate effectively 
together under that specification. 

In 2007, recognizing the challenge of developing standards for 
emerging technologies across the energy industry nationwide, the 

ngress assigned coordinating responsibility to the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Accordingly, NIST 
engages stakeholders in participatory public processes to identify 

applicable standards, gaps in currently available standards, and 

priorities for new standardization activities. iority Action 
Plan ovide a comprehensive agenda for coordinated standards 
development across multiple technology areas, and PG&E has begun to 
align its Smart Grid standards architecture with NIST while also 
participating in the NIST standards process. While NIST coordinates 
the development of standards, it does not actually issue and maintain 
standards. That responsibility lies with standard specification and 
development organizations that participate in NIST-sponsored 
processes. 

At present, PG&E staff contribute in some way to more than 
50 standards development working groups, convened by organizations 
such as those highlighted in Table 3-1. 

http://www.nist.qov/smartqrid/prioritv-actions.cfm. 
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TABLE 3-1 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

EXAMPLE STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT GROUPS - TABLE 

Line 
No. Standards Bodies Description 

ample Standards/ 
Guidelines 

1 t lairt Grid 
Interoperability Pane! 

Assesses changes in technologies and 
requirements, and coordinates with standards 
setting organizations to support timely availability 
of needed standards. 

NISTIR 7828 

2 Open Smart Grid 
:nSG) (Program of 

the UCA International 
Users Group 

Association of utility user and supplier 
companies dedicated to promoting the 
integration and interoperability of 
electric/gas/water utility systems. 

OpenADR 

3 ZigBee Alliance Industry association developing an IP networking 
stack and application. 

Smart Energy 2.0 

4 Society of Automotive 
Engineers (SAE) 

Defines standards for electric vehicle charging 
and 2-way communication with the vehicle and 
substation/transformer. 

SAE J2847 

5 Internet Engineering 
Task Force 

Organization behind the Internet as it is known 
today and tasked with extending the Internet 
beyond computing to a broader array of devices 
(the Internet of Things). 

IPv6 

6 IEEE Standards 
Association 

Signifies that the IEEE believes the document to 
be consistent with good engineering practice and 
represents a consensus from materially affected 
industries, governments, or public interests. 

IEEE 802,15 

7 International 
Electrotechnical 
Commission (IEC) 

International organization providing standards 
and conformity assessment for ail! electrical, 
electronic and related technologies. 

IEC 81850 
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To date, as described in its semi-annual SrnartMeter™ program 
report filed with the Commission, PG&E has focused its attention on 
standards development in the Home Area Networking (HAN) and 

Open Automat 11 la Exchan • jenADE) areas, through such 
groups as the ZigBee Alliance and OpenSG. These efforts have been 
necessary to support the rollout of SmartlVleters™ and the 
Commission's requirements for HAN capabilities. Under this 
application, PG&E will not conduct work on HAN or OpenADE standards 

which are already funded in the SrnartMeter™ project. Instead, PG&E 
proposes to focus on the evolution of existing standards for 
next-generation use cases, as well as the development of new 
standards, for areas whc &E has not yet engaged, including the 
following: 
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• Advanced distribution and substation automation 

• Next-generation telecommunications 

• Electric vehicle charging and communications 

• Data management and integration 

For the purposes of this application, PG s assigned costs for 
standards development on a project-specific basis to the four proposed 

pilot projects described in this application with immediately foreseeable 
needs. Chapti dresses the standards work necessary to support 
the tl its proposed in this application. These efforts fall 
primarily into NIST Priority Action Plan areas #8, #12 and #14. 

Chapter 4 addresses the standards activity relevant to more granular 
load forecasting using SmartMeter™ data, primarily aligned with 
Priority Acti n areas #9 and #17. 

In this chapter, PG&E proposes to support new PG&E staff to 
conduct incremental efforts which are foundational 

Smart Grid deployments, but which are not covered in other chapters of 
this application or in prior applications to the Commission. Some of the 
specific areas for future standards work are known to PG&E today. 

For example, areas known to be of longer-term importance, but not yet 
addressed by any PG&E resources inclu rity Action Plan #2 
for improving standards for new wireless technologies (Satellite, 

WiMAX, I IE) which are expected to be part of PG&E's longer-term 
telecommunications roadmap; and Priority Action Plan #11 for creating a 
common interoperable model for EV charger pricing, billing, and DR 
participation. Other areas of emerging focus are expected to surface in 
the later years of I cart Grid deployments ( ' • und beyond). 

PG&E has placet h priority on cyber-security for its Smart Grid 
deployments. The company's approach to Smart Grid cyber-security is 
outlined tart Grid Deployment Plan I ' I d is designed to 
leverage and extend the work completed by NIST in tl 
evolving • • I"- guidant " 1 »E specific guidance (such as the 

Appendix A, pp. 
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emerging Electricity Sector Cyber-Security Risk Management Process 

Guideline), AS, " curity profiles, and detailet I" • standards. 
PG&E actively tracks these types of standards and guidelines to ensure 

that they will be appropriately applied in t d environment. 
While cyber-security standards development activities for the four 
specific projects proposed in this application have been planned for 

those projects, the lains additional effort to align, contribute, and 
shape the work being completed by these bodies today to future efforts 
as part of this specific Testing and Standards project. In addition, 
ensuring alignment of the emerging specific T&D standards to the 
security standards is an activity that is deemed important for PG&E to 
integrate these requirements into existing processes and technology 
specifications to enst t the principle of security by design is not 
solely focused on individual projects but becomes part of the continuous 

cycle of vetting and reducing the risk of new technologies for the 
Smart Grid. 

PG&E's standards activity also includes compliance certification and 
interoperability testing of new technologies. New technologies must be 
tested to ensure that they perform to the standards that vendors claim, 
for instance Feder nmunications Commission standards for Radio 
Frequency emissions, or the DNPS standard for interoperability between 

substation equipment. In many cases, PG&E must either perform 
compliance certification on new technology itself, or pay for vendors or 

others to do the certification. Depending on the size of the vendor, 
PG&E may also need to purchase the technology it wishes to test. This 
program will support compliance certification for new and emerging 

Smart Grid technologies, including efforts to build more rigorous 
compliance test cases into the standards specifications processes, to 
reduce the cost of testing incurred by PG&E and its customers. 

In addition, PG&E proposes an up-front "standards initiatives 

assessment" that identifies gaps in PG&E's current standards activities 
and t riad of standards development activities underway in the 
industry beyond those PG&E is already actively participating in. 
This will enable re comprehensive roadmap for Smart Grid 
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standards development activities at the company, The proposed new 
staff will then coordinate the resources necessary for development, 
certification and/or interoperability testing across the priority standards 
areas, 

This program is also intended to support increasing PG&E's 
influence in national standards leadership efforts, such as NIST's 

governance committees, PG&E must take an active role in standards 
bodies decided by NiST as fulfilling any crucial piece of t • d 
vision, since these bodies shape and influence the future of the industry, 

PG ;iects that increased efforts in standards development and 

compliance certification will provide technology deployment that delivers 
the security, privacy, reliability, safety performance that customers 
expect; flexible and lower-cost solutions that aren't tied to specific 

vendors or proprietary technologies but rather emerge fr 
competitive market for innovation; an jher likelihood of integrative 
benefits frc broader Smart Grid vision, PG&E's test results may 

also help reduce implementation costs and risks for new Smart Grid 
initiatives industry-wide, 

There are direct advantages to PG&E of engaging in standards, as 

well as significant risks and disadvantages to not doing so. Such risks 
could include: Smart Grid solutions failing to operate in a secure and 

reliable mariner; a lack of alignment between PG&E technologies and 
future regulations, requiring expensive rework to achieve compliance; 

and/or a lack of preparedness to deploy emerging technology on the 
timeframe expected by customers and regulators, Consequently, it is 
critical to drive development and track progress on numerous standards 
which are of importance to PG&E's Smart Grid initiatives, 

PG&E will requir technical staff in the first year, and 
in the second and third years for this component. 

e. Reducing the Risk of Smart Grid Technology Implementation Through 
inology Evaluation and Testing 
Under this TEST initiative, PG&E will add Smart Grid staff to utilize 

its existing test lab facilities, in order to verify the performance of new 
and emerging technologies through an "end-to-end" Smart Grid testing 
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environment. This staff would be incremental to the staff proposed in 
the other chapters of this application, as well as other applications to the 
Commission. 

This program will quantify the effectiveness and maturity level of 
technology applicable to the Smart Grid program, working closely with 
vendor and industry peers to test their products at small scale in 
production-like situations. While some projects will be performed as a 
verification that the vendor product works as expected, other projects 
will be performed as collaborative efforts with vendors and industry 
peers as Proof of Concept projects that extend or enhance the 
capabilities and functionality beyond what is currently available. 

ling projects will be staffed by new positions, and will be 
conducted over periods from a few months to a year. The proposed 
new staff will not be dedicated to specific project areas, but will be 
utilized in various projects on an as-needed basis. PTE figures ed 
for estimation purposes to indicate the level of staffing required to 
conduct testing across the program areas of interest. 

In summary, PG&E will add staffing capacity equivalent to 4 to 
5 PTEs over the course of the initiative. For each testing area, this team 

of engineers and technicians will identify technology alternatives, decide 
on vendor products or prototypes to test, install the devices, create a 
test plan, conduct the technology test (including security), and create a 
written report on the test results. 

PG&E also expects to incur a total of up to $450,000 per year of 
capital spending to support testing activities. Each small project is 
estimated to require up to $50,000 to purchase the equipment or 
devices that will be subject to testing and potentially new test 
equipment, based on past experience with technology testing. Where 
possible, PG&E will attempt to obtain prototype equipment directly from 
vendors at no charge. Where necess 3&E will pay for new 

equipment. Some purchased equipment will be useful across multiple 
test areas, providing some economies of scale. 

PG&E envisions technology evaluation and testing projects that will 
include, t be limited to, the following areas: 
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(1) Integrating the Increasing Penetration of Distributed Renewable 

Resources. 

(2) Integrating Distributed Storage and Advanced Distribution 

Automation. 

(3) Integrating Electric Vehicles Into Grid Operations. 

(4) Coordinating Communication and Control Equipment Development 

a educations. 

(5) Meeting Emerging ai = landing Smart Gi c , )er-Security 

Requirements. 

(1) Integrating Increasi letration of Distributed Renewable 

Resources 

Renewable generation is an even-expanding part of the 

generation mix for PG&E, California and the nation. Small-scale 

renewable generation can provide direct benefit to the individual 

customer. However, when customers employ distributed 

renewable generation products, their use of the electric grid 

changes. 

PG&E has the responsibility to safely and efficiently manage 

the distribution grid so that all customers receive high quality and 

reliable power to meet their needs. This becomes more 

challenging as the level of distributed generation on the distribution 

grid increase; itrol systems -• distribution grid will need to 

be enhanced with new types of sensors and monitoring 

technologies, and new types of automated control systems will be 

required to react with sufficient speed to mitigate the impacts of 

these renewable resources on the grid such as changing voltage 

levels. 

This program will characterize the performance of renewable 

resources in terms of volta wer output, transient analysis and 

post-outage recovery. New sensors and monitoring systems will be 

tested to identify which are most appropriate for deployment. 

Smart Inverters will be tested to understand the capabilities and 

limitations. New grid and equipment control systems will be tested 
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to understand how they react to and compensate for these variable 

conditions, including control leveraging existing SmartlVIeters™. 
PG&E will require $1,45 million of incremental labor expense 

and $400,000 of new capital over the period 2014-2016 for this 

component of the TEST initiative, 

(2) Integrating Distributed Storage and Advanced Distribution 

Automation 
The storage of electrical energy witi electric grid has not 

generally been performed due to the high cost of energy storage 

solutions, However, intermittent distributed renewable generation 
can be better managed if combined with energy storage, leading to 
new investments by manufacturers and utilities into energy storage 
solutions, PC II test and characterize the impact of distributed 

storage (as stand-alone and as part of distributed generation 

systems) on the distribution grid, This application does not propose 
to evaluate different types of storage technologies, but rather how 

energy storage is integrated it grid and operations, 
Further, energy storage alters both the static and dynamic 

compensation systems on the distribution grid, New and enhanced 
distribution automation equipment and more sophisticated control 
systems (distributed equipment controllers and Distribution 
Management System upgrades) will be necessary to properly 
integrate energy storage ir grid at the appropriate locations, 

with the appropriate modifications to the grid and with the 

appropriate control systems and strategies in place, 
Testing will include various deployment scenarios of energy 

storage and energy storage with distribution automation equipment, 

in order to better prepare for the impact of increasing storage 

interconnection by customers, 

PG&E will require $1.38 million of incremental labor expense 
and $450,000 of new capital over the period 2014-2016 for this 
component, 
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(3) Integrating Electric Vehicles Into G srations 
Electri cles introduce large, variable loads to the electric 

distribution system, Investigations into the effects on the 

distribution system at various points relative to the load will be 
conducted, and simulations will be developed that reflect the results 
of the physical testing, The feasibility of and necessity for 

technologies to communicate with EV charging controllers to 

manage these loads will also be investigated, 
Specific activities to be conducted include: testing of 

EV charging system effects on customer systems, on localized 
portions of distribution circuits, and on overall circuit performance; 
comparisons of physical tests with simulate dels to understand 
correlation and validate models; investigation of integrated charging 

control through the SmartlVIeter™ system; investigation of localized 

charging control by applications in the meters that monitor the 

current voltage conditions on the local circuit; and testing of 

emerging standards for communications between utilities a 
through multiple communications paths (mesh radio, WiFi, cellular) 

for both control and providing information to customers, 

PG&E will require $0.50 million of incremental labor expense 
and $75,000 of new capital over the period 2014- or this 

component of the itiative, 

(4) Coordinating Telecommunication a ntrol Equipment 
Development and Specifications 

PG&E employs a number of communications technologies to 
provide service throughout our service territory, Many of these 

technologies itur " »er optic, single channel radio, 
code division multiple access cellular), but others are emerging with 

limited integration into electric system operations (e.g., WilVIax, 

multichannel mesh radio, 4G cellular), in addition, even mature 
communications technologies may require enhancements to meet 

the more stringent cyber-security requirements that are also 

evolving along w lart Grid. A key direction that the 

industry is moving is to levera re of the internet-based 
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technologies and protocols across larger portions of the utility 

communication systems. This direction may lead to lower cost and 
more interoperable and secure communications systems over time. 

In addition, command and control systems, such as a 
Distribution Management System (DIVIS), are evolving to support 
new Smart Grid technologies. This testing area will evaluate 

intelligent control devices that handle control at the substation level 
and then communicate upstream wi i/IS. Under these hybrid 
centralized and distributed control systems, intelligent field devices 
and substation-level devices perform localized decision making, 
while also coordinating with higher level systems that maintain a 
broader view of the distribution system. 

PG&E will require $0.60 million of incremental labor expense 
and $126,000 of new capital over the period 2014-2016 for this 
component of th litiative, 

(5) Meeting Emerging and Expanding Sm. d Cyber Security 
quirements 
Advancing the Smart Grid begins with a foundational level of 

investment in a core set of IT security capabilities that will securely 
enable the Smart Grid initiatives while also providing the robust, 

adaptive platform to grow and scale in the face of evolving 
cyber-threats to the utility industry. 

PG&E's Sm;, ' j Deployment Plant®] identific 4 of 
16 security domains for investment, which PG&E expects to form 
the basis of the system-of-systems architecture. While capabilities 
currently exist in many of these areas, further investment will 
extend the company's capabilities to incorporate the fundamental 
design differences required for the evolving Smart Grid. 

While some security components have been built into the four 
pilot projects proposed in other chapters of this application, this 
program envisions additional resources to support PG&E security 

Appendix A, pp. 234-235. 
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testing on emerging Smart Grid system components, as well as 

prototype tools, development and testing, 
PG&E will require $0,79 million of incremental labor expense 

and $126,000 of new capital over the period 2014- for this 
component of the TEST initiative, 

TAI 
IIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

PROPOSED TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION At TING 
(REDUCING RISK THROUGH EVALUATION A !G 

SUMMARY OF REQUESTED COSTS) 
(S MILLION) 

Line 
No. 

1 Labor Expense 

2 Integrating Distributed Renewable 
Resources 

3 Integrating Distributed Storage and Advanced 
Distribution Automation 

4 Integrating Electric Vehicles Into Grid 
Operations 

5 Coordinating Telecommunications and Control 
Equipment 

6 Meeting New Smart Grid Cyber-Security 
Requirements 

7 Total Labor Expense 

8 Capita! Expense 

9 Integrating Distributed Renewable 
Resources 

10 Integrating Distributed Storage and Advanced 
Distribution Automation 

11 Integrating Eiectric Vehicles Into Grid 
Operations 

12 Coordinating Telecommunications and Control 
Equipment 

13 Meeting New Smart Grid Cyber-Security 
Requirements 

14 Totai Capita! 

15 Totai Technology Evaluation and Testing Cost 

2015 

$0,32 $0,50 

0,32 0,43 

0,16 0,17 

0,16 0,17 

0.25 0.26 

$1,23 $1,54 

$0,100 $0,150 

0,150 0,150 

0,025 0,025 

0,050 0,05 

0.050 0.05 

$0,38 $0,43 

$1,60 $1,96 

_J 1 

$0,62 $1,45 

0,62 1,38 

0,17 0,50 

0,17 0,50 

0.27 

$1,87 $4,63 

$0,150 $0,400 

0,150 0,450 

0,025 0,075 

0,025 0,125 

0.025 5 

$0,38 $1,18 

$2,24 $5,80 

• iati „ nefits an - , ential Improvements 
The propose' itiative is designed to achieve an important set of 

objectives for PG&E's operations and services, by creating and coordinating 

Smart Grid technology identification and development across PG&E, 

increasing engagement with industry research and standards development 
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24 

25 
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efforts, and reducing risks of implementation of new and emerging 

technologies through a dedicated evaluation and testing environment, 
)ugh increased coordination of Smart Grid innovation, PG&E 

expects to realize the following benefits for customers: 
• New, incremental benefits from newly deployed technology, 

infrastructure and da sady paid for through prior mechanisms such 
as the SmartMeter™ project), 

• Lower costs as a result of improved operational efficiency, 

• Avoided costs of selecting the wrong technology and having to change 
course later, 

• Greater reliability, safety, secu id privacy, 

in addition, PG&E expects to achieve compliance with important policy 
directives contained i 

Specifically, PG&E expects that gaining greater visibility into industry 

and publicly funded research will provide: avoided costs for customers by 
not conducting unnecessary development work; lowermost technology 

evaluation through leveraging dollars already being spent by others to study 
technologies relevant stomers; and improved operations as a 
result of importing others' successful practices, It is important to PG&E not 
to duplicate research efforts that have already been funded elsewhere, 

PG&E expects that increased efforts in standards development and 
compliance certification will provide: technology deployment that delivers 
the security, privacy, reliability, and safety performance that customers 

expect; flexible and lower-cost solutions that aren't tied to specific vendors 
or proprietary technologies but rather emerge fr ipetitive market for 
innovation; higher likelihood of integrative benefits from the broader 

Smart Grid vision, PG&E test results may also help reduce implementation 
costs and risks for new Smart Grid initiatives industry-wid investing in 
standards development, PG&E complies wit olicy directives for 
"dynamic optimization of grid operations and resources, with cost-effective 

full cyber security" and the development of "standards for communication 
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and interoperability of appliances and equipment connected to the electric 

grid, including the infrastructure serving the grid."!®] 
PG&E expects that technology evaluation and testing protocols will 

improve safety and reliability in its deployments of Sm d technologies, 
ensuring that unproven technologies or system architectures do not threaten 
public safety or system reliability, In addition, this focus on testing is 
designed to lower overall costs of Sm d projects by reducing the risk of 
large-scale capital investments in unproven or unready technologies, 

Should PG&E not proceed with this initiative, PG&E expects to face 
heightened risks of the following types: suboptimal technology choice that 
undermines reliability, safety, security or privacy; higher costs of subsequent 
replacement; technology that provides fewer benefit to customers; and 
possible failure to gain full benefits or comply with policy directives (such as 

those governing interoperability, cyber-security, or increased penetration of 

renewable technologies), 

SB 17, Chapte and (i). 
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Line 
No. 
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D. Estimated Costs Requested in This Chapter 

' lair ' i . ' i •• • ipteiir 

TABLE 3-3 
IFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

SUMMARY OF TEST INITIATIVE IMPLEME )N COST 
($ MILLION) 

2013 2014 2015 2016 Total 

Creating and Coordinat. Smart G i. identification 

Labor $0.14 $0.30 $0.31 $0.32 $1,06 

Leveraging Newly Available Data 

Labor $0.23 $0.24 $0.24 $0.25 $0,96 

Applying External Research to PG&E Operations 

Labor $0.30 $0.31 $0.15 $0.16 
Other Expense (Externa! Research Cost) 0.75 0.50 0.25 

Subtotal $1.05 $0.81 $0.40 $0.16 $2,41 

Expanding .Standards Development and Compliance 

Labor $0.89 $0.64 $0.67 _ $2,20 

Reducing Risk Through Evaluation and Testing 

Labor $1.23 $1.53 $1.87 
Capita! Equipment _ 0.38 0.43 0.38 

Subtotal _ $1.60 $1.36 $2.24 $5,80 

Total I abor Expense $1.56 $2.71 $2.91 $2.60 $9,78 

Total Other Expense $0.75 $0.50 $0.25 $0.00 $1,50 

Total Capital $0.00 $0.38 $0,43 $0,38 $1,18 

Total initiative Cost $2.31 $3.59 $3.58 $2,98 $12,45 

•" k , rtainties Relat " timated Costs 
This propose litiative addresses new and less developed 

technologies in areas where less is currently known. The purpose of the 
testing activity is to evaluate the performance and estimate the benefits 
delivered for a given technical configuration. The installation process and 

bill of materials for a given technology application are not known at the point 

when the lab work begins. As a result, costs cannot be forecast with as 
much precision as for other chapters. Subsequently, PG&E will develop 

technology pilots wit Iter sense of the required costs for installation 
(labor) and equipment. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SHORT-TERM DEMAND FORECASTING 

SMART GRID Pll OT PROJECT 

A. Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe Pacific Gas and Electric 

Company's (PG&E) Short-Term Demand Forecasting Smart Grid Pilot Project 

(Project), and request authorization from the California Public Utilities 

Commissic 1 " •' Commissi ' •! - ,r ion in incremental funding to 

implement this pilot project fro rough 2016. As part of this Project, 
PG&E proposes to evaluate whether there are benefi i using more granular 
sources of data to forecast PG&E's bundled customer demand for use in the 
California Independent System Operator (CAE irkets. The sources of 

additional data PG&E will use in this Project include, customer demand data 

from SmartMeters™, Supervis , • jntrol a ' eta Acquisition (SCADA) data 
from PG&E's transmission and distribution network, bundled customer 
enrollment data, and da > " - i PG&F rnarid Response > jrograms. 

As part of this Project, PG&E will analyze, test, build, and then pilot systems 

incorporati re granular sources of data for a specific region in PG&E's 

service territoi i doi , will be able to demonstrate and evaluate 
the costs and benefits of using more granular information for the purposes of 
forecasting short-term electricity demand used to inform daily electricity 
procurement activities. If warranted by the cost and benefit estimates derived 

from the Project, PG&E will then pursue broader, systemwide deployment in a 

later phase. This is consistent with PG&E's Smart Grid strategy, which provides 
for the Company to pilot and de-risk technologies and processes new to PG&E 

by confirming their effectiveness to deliver safe, relial d cost-effective 
energy services to customers. 

The Project that PG&E proposes ; chapter is incremental - &E's 
baseline Smart Grid projects and builds on other baseline projects. For 

example, increased penetration of SmartMeters™ in PG&E's territory as well as 

increased SCADA at distribution substations, yield new sources of granular 
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information that can be used to inform and potentially improve electricity demand 

forecasts. 
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: 

• Sectiot feeds Assessment 

• Section C - Proposed Project 

• Section ect Benefits 

• Section mated Project Costs 

• Section F - Conclusion 

"" 1 r '• - -ssment 
PG&E procures electricity on behalf of 5.1 million bundled customers 

throughout its 70,000 square mile service area in northern and central California. 
In order to provide sufficient electricity service to all of its bundled customers, 
PG&E must procure and distribute enough energy tch customer demand. 

Customer electricity demands fluctuate significantly based on changing weather 
conditions, time of day, season, and other variables. The ability to forecast 
demand day-ahead and near-real time is important for PG&E to provic able 

and efficient electric service to its customers. 
Curren »&E utilizes demand forecasts for procurement and planning 

purposes. The proposed Project focuses on the short-term forecasts 
('operational forecasts') used for day-ahead and real-time procurement of 
electricity from the CAISO markets. 

Historically, PG&E has used a "top-down" approach to forecast short-term 
electricity demand for bundled customers. This is a standard method used by 
other load serving entities. Using this approach, PG&E forecasts day-ahead and 
near real-time demand using SCADA load data calculated by adding in-area 
generators and net flows on transmission lines that interconnect PG&E with 
other service areas. This SCADA load information, b torical and close to 
real-time, along with additional information such as the average forecast 
temperature within PG&E's service area are fed into a model to produce an 
overall service area forecast. A PG&E bundled customer forecast is then 
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prepared for procurement purposes by removing non-bundled electric demand 

and adjusting to remove transmission losse 
Wh approach has produced reasonable demand forecasts, it does not 

directly capture the specific impacts of micro-climates within PG&E's service 

area. examp , weather effects of coastal fog are currently combined 
with the effects of high temperatures in t itral Valley to determine an 
aggregate temperature index for the entire service area. Given the differences 
in the micro-climates, PG&E may be able to impro accuracy of its bundled 
customer demand forecast usi re granular demand information. The 
sources of granular information are transmission network, distribution network, 
SmartlVIeters™, and weather data. However, before implementing a new 
forecasting technique that uses more granular inputs for the entire service area, 
PG&E believes it would be prudent to test and pilot the new forecasting process 

in a subset of PG&E's service area (or region) to determine whether to fully 
deploy this new forecasting technique. 

C. Propo >ject 
The objective of the proposed Project is to evaluate if m anular sources 

of data can be acquired and used to improve the accuracy of PG&E's short-term 

electricity demand forecasts. The Project will folio ree phase approach to 
analyze, build, and pilot the data acquisition, modeling, and forecasting 
activities. 

In the analysis phase, PG&E will select a region for forecasting and identify 
the existing data sources available to prepare a forecast. The data, compiled 

aero itiple existing platforms, will be extracted, analyzed, validated, and 
cleansed where necess. 3 build phase, PG&E will integrate the many 
data sources into a central repository where the raw data will be processed and 

housed for input into a demand forecasting process. In the pilot phase, PG&E 
will run, in parallel with its existing forecasting process, a separate forecast using 
more granular inputs for the region selected for the pilot, making adjustments to 
software as needed, and compare the forecast with the existing forecasting 

[1] Transmission losses are the loss in energy due to the electrical resistance of 
transmission lines and other components of the electric grid. 
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process. The following section provid re detail on the three phases of this 

Project. 

1. Analyze Phase 

In this first phase, PG&E will determine the region to be used for the 
Project. PG&E intends to use a number of criteria to select the region for 
the pilot, such as: 

• Region with a maximum of 500,000 customers. 

• Region with available transmission historical demand data. 

• Region wi gh percentage of deployed distribution automation 
systems. 

• Region wi gh percentage of deployed SmartMeters™ and/or 
customer interval meters. 

• Region where the SmartMeters™, distribution sub-stations, and 
transmission sub-stations can be electrically isolated. 

• Region with as much historical data (preferably with at least three years 
of data) as possible for the above items. 

Selection of an appropriate region is an important step to be able to 
conduct an effective pilot. By piloting sgion that is already well 
instrumented with technology that generate telemetry data, PG&E will be 
able to develop more meaningful analytics to train the forecasting model 
while also leveraging existing baseline investments in Smart Grid. 

Once an appropriate region has been selected, PG&E will determine the 
quality of the data from the existing transmission and distribution SCADA, 
Smart Meter™, and other existing data sources. PG&E will also extract and 
clean the data as needed. These steps are important pre-requisites to 
ensure an accurate and usable representation for the electrical and 
geographic mapping between elements including customer meters, 
distribution substations, transmission substations, and other region-specific 
data. 
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Examples of some of the sources of more granular data are: 

• More granular demand da- i distribution and transmission sources 
associated with region specific weather data on an hourly or more 
refined basis, 

• Leverage monitoring and telecommunications technology being 
deployed at distribution substations to be a potential new source of data, 

• The mapping of SmartMeters™ and customer enrollment data to the 
selected region to provide accurate information about bundled customer 
demand in particular regions, 

2. isc 

The build phase leverages the data analysis a pping activities of 
the previous phase to build a central data collection and analysis platl 
that collects, processes, and houses demand data used for the forecasting 
process, hermore, the build phase will also use the stored historical 

data to train the demand forecasti del. 
PG&E information architects will build and implement the data repository 

by creating interfaces linking data sources to the repository, developing 
automated data loading and cleansing processes, and performing 
calculations to represent data in usable form. These steps will enable the 
transmission SCADA data, distribution SCADA da artMeter™ data, 
bundled customer enrollment, and other relevant source to be collected 
within the repository, PG&E information architects and forecasting 
specialists will integrate these various sources of data in a meaningful way 

to represent electricity demand in the region and represent the amount of 
demand associated with bundled customers, 

This representation of demand will be housed repository for the 
historical time period and will continue to accumulate on an on-going basis, 
" repository will also perform the calculations to adjust the effects c 1 

events that are called to reconcile the actual demand that would have 
occurred in the absence of tho ents. The repository will provide the 
data needed to calibrate the selected region demand bundled 
customer demand using SmartMeter™ data along with other existing 
sources of information for the selected region, The repository must also 
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accurately track t cement of customers into and out-of bundled 

procurement for the selected region, 
The repository built in this phase provides the key inputs for the demand 

forecast model, creating fu1 "ecasts, and calibrating the relationship 
between the selected region demand and bundled customer demand, 

The build phase will configure and train the vendor provided forecast 

model used in the pilot phase, 

3. Pilot Phase 
The pilot phase aims to forecast demand for bundled customers in the 

selected region using rn anular inputs, make adjustments as 
necessary, and compare results against the existing forecasting process, 

final step of the pilot phase includes developing an implementation plan 
for tl deployment of granular short-term demand forecasting for 
PG&E's entire service area, 

During the Project, PG&E will continue using the existing top-down 
forecasting systems and processes to support short-term electricity 
procurement market activities, The limited scope of the Project to a specific 
region is to provide information on the forecasting approach for a possible 
implementation for the entire service area in the future. 

The build phase of the project stores historical granular data into the 
repository and uses a portion of that data (i.e., two years) to train the 
forecasting model, The pilot phase will use the remaining set of historical 
weather and SCAD A data (i.e., one year) as an input into the forecasting 

model to develop hourly demand, 
Testing with t lainimg set of historical data avoids biasing the 

results with the same inputs used to train the model, The resulting forecast 

will be compared actual demand for the same region and time period, 
The output of the forecasti del is an overall estimate of demand, 

including bundled and unbundled customers, within the region selected for 
the pilot. This forecast will be adjusted to determii buridled-only 
customer demand by using the historical SmartMeter™ and customer 
enrollment data, 
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A statistical analysis will be performed to compare the accuracy of the 

forecast from this pilot project accuracy of the existing forecasting 
process. The items to be compared are as follows: 

• Variation between day-ahead forecasts. 

• Variation between day-ahead forecasts and real-time forecasts. 

• Variation betwe l-time forecast. 

To test the new forecasting process described in this section, PG&E will 
simulate operations using historical data from the repository in batch mode, 
rather than continuously operating in real-time. This allows PG&E to lower 
Information Technology (IT) costs associated with near real-time data 
transfers and perform pilot phase testing for a year, without actually waiting 
a year for results. 

The increased penetration of distributed solar photovoltaic (PV) and 

electric vehicles could impact the fut curacy of hourly demand 

forecasts. The implementation and standards for these are still evolving. As 
part of this project, PG&E proposes to engage in initial investigations and 
evaluation of the forecasting tools to assess the impacts of distributed PV 
and electric vehicles on future demand forecasting. 

• if jec i "" - I - i 

By conducting the Short-te mand Forecasting Pilot Project, PG&E 
seeks to: 

a) Determine whether more granular input data can improve the accuracy of 
the demand forecast. 

b) Determine if the process can be scaled from a single region to the entire 
service area and what are the costs associated with the full scale 
deployment c ee granular forecast process. 

During the pilot phase, the project will compare the difference in the 
accuracy of the forecasts produced in this Project to the current forecasting 
process, for the specific region. 

This Project will estimate the benefits of improving the accuracy of the 
demand forecasts. At this time, such benefits are uncertain. Usin; ire 
granular approach to demand forecasting may result in the following operational 
benefits: 
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1 • Reduce PG&E's exposure to procuring energy in the more volatile real-time 

2 energy markets by procuring more energy the day-ahead energy markets. 

3 • Reduce the amount of uncertainty of the load that is seen by the CAISG and 

4 potentially decrease the procurement of ancillary services to manage that 
5 uncertainty. The CAISO procures certain ancillary services to manage the 
6 forecast uncertainty of demand and supply. 

7 • Increased system reliability by ensuring sufficient resources are matched 
8 and available to meet demand. 

9 • Improved accounting for unaccounted for energy and associated costs. 

10 Is 

11 1. Summ i ' tick,' • ipter 
12 The additional costs needed for this demonstration Project ade of 
13 b jor components: Energy Procurement costs and IT costs, which are 

14 described in the following sub-sections. Both components are estimated for 

15 each year and phase of the pilot peri' :f summarized in Table 4-1 
16 below. 

in - ; = , if 
- FIC GAS AND ELECIF . " iiPANY 

SHORT-TERM DEMAND FORECASTING SMART GRID PI 10JECT 

Line 
No. Items ai 
1 Energy Procurement $590,774 $493,353 $507,423 $521,501 $2,113,551 

Costs 
2 Information 

Technology Costs 6,677,357 1,666,788 1,706,693 12,035,430 

3 Totai $2,575,361 $7,171,210 $2,174,211 $2,228,199 $14,143,931 

17 2. Erie turemerit Costs 
18 Energy Procurement's costs < ided into two parts: additional labor 

19 and model expenses, As to the additional labor expenses, PG&E estimates 
20 that two additional full-time employees are needed for the Project, a project 

21 manager and an analyst. The project manager will interface with IT and 

22 other groups in PG&E to fully understand the content of data sources, create 
23 formal data requests, and track and communicate project progress. The 
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analyst will lead the analysis and formatting of data for forecasting, develop 
data from the repository int sable format, perform the forecasting, and 
comparison of the results. 

For modeling purposes, PG&E recommends using two forecast models. 
The first forecasting model will be used to test the more granular forecasting 
process, as discussed previously. The second model will be used to 
forecast the impact of distributed solar PV and electric vehicles on bundled 
customer demand forecasts. The costs for each model includes 
configuration costs for the analyze phase and annual subscription fees for 
analyze, build, and pilot phases of the Project. All Energy Procurement 

costs are expense items. 

3. ts 
Information Technology support is required to analyze, design, install, 

test, appro d implement systems that securely integrated to process 

the data into information that can be used to improve the forecasting 
models. The two areas of information management and cyber security are 

the key elements of the IT effort required for this Project. Over the course of 
the project an initial design of a full scale production deployment system will 
also be completed. The following section describes the two IT components 

driving project costs in more detail. 

a. nformation Management 
Most of the IT effort associated with this Project is based on the 

collection, cleansing, transformation, and aggregation of data from many 

disparate systems into useful analytics. The Project builds upon data 

that is currently collected for demand forecasting, while significantly 
increasing the number of data points, volume of data, and also sources 
of data. Because of the large number of information exchanges, there is 
a corresponding increase in the complexity of the interactions between 
applications. To minimize that complexity, data will be aggregated 

together from all the systems into a central repository and structured for 
system consumption. The detailed level of effort associated w se 

information-centric functions is derived based on the following criteria: 

• Volume of Data: in the pilot, additional sources of SCADA data 

from the transmission and distribution system, customer enrollment, 
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SmartlVleters™, and DR are all required as inputs forecasting 

process. PG&E estimates that data will be extracted from up to 
iternal systems to serve as inputs into proposed forecasting 

process in the pilot. Much of this data must be mapp d 
aggregated before it can be used in the forecasting process. 
" re years of da - n the identified sources will be loaded into 

the pilot repository as the initial representative set. Data will then be 
refreshed on a sub-daily basis from these sources and a rolling 
5-year history of data will be collected into the repository. The pilot 
repository will be required to handle terabytes of data volume which 
will need to be procured to meet the needs of the system. 

• Frequei " i neliness of III If I nsmissionsi This 
system will need to be capable of handling an increased volume and 

frequency of data given the requirement for more detailed data 

points available for collection. Obtaining this data from the various 
sources also entails creation of Application Programming Interfaces 
(API) or other data extraction and validation processes to ensure 
accurate, timely, reliable and complete transfer of data from the 

source systems into the central repository. 

• Data Quality: Data that is extracted from existing systems needs to 
be monitored for accuracy. This happens by building algorithms 

and/or training people to correct inaccurate data streams, building 

interfac t are able to detect when changes to the data occur, 

building APIs to connect to source systems and pull only relevant 

data changes into the pilot data repository, and building the 

appropriate data aggregation models that are capable of pulling the 

right amount of data at the appropriate level of detail. 

• Reporting and Analysis Nee^ the New Information The 
millions of gathered data points must be provided anner that 
allows for ease of consumption and analysis. This requires building 

sophisticated data modeling and query techniques that allow the 

end users to manipulate the data in various formats. As part of this 
project, PG&E will utilize the concept of a "Data Concierge," which is 
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a specialized Information Architect who works with Energy 

Procurement personnel to gather and implement data into the 
forecasting process, 

b. Cyber Security 

As described in PG&E's Smart Grid Deployment Plan, effective 
cyber security controls and mechanisms are critical to the safe, reliable, 

and secure operation of Smart Grid technologies. There are seven key 
cyber security activities needed to maintain an acceptable level risk 
which translates primarily to labor applied at varying levels of effort 
depending on the risk of the Project, For tl iject, the risk rating was 
determined to be "medium to low" which includes assessment and 

testing system interfaces across security boundaries and design of a 
security profile and scalable architecture, These system interfaces will 
need to be evaluated and tested to ensure robust security controls are in 
place to mitigate cross-system cyber security threats and risks, The 
hardware and software investment is limited to a secure file transfer 

system that transmits data securely across system boundaries, This 
applied security process and associated level of effort is designed to 
expose and discover the risks and mitigate them before they scale to full 
production, 

If- : , , - „J - ", fall ' ' • tint its 
This Project has complexities in both IT and in business implementation, 

which may increa cost of performing this pilot above PG&E's 

$14,1 million cost estimate, The complexities are: 

• The data are stored on many different systems and in different formats 
make it difficult to extract and integrate the data to provi 
representation of historical demand, 

• The y be inconsistencies and gaps in the existing data that could 
increase the costs to integrate and aggregate data to be used as input 
for demand forecasting, 

• • " - ty have underestimated the costs of acquiri , , nfiguring, and 
training the forecasting models, 
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1 F. Conclusion 
2 PG&E requests that the Commissi d the proposed Project to explore 
3 possible improvements in PG&E's short-te ictric forecast process. PG&E 

4 also requests that I mmission adopt PG&E's capital and expense 
5 expenditure forecast presented in Section E of this chapter. 
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
CHAPTER 5 

SMART GRID CUSTOMER OUTREACH AND EDUCATION PI! OT 

A. Introduction 

ckground 
Pacific Gas and Electr ipany's (PG&E) vision for the Smart Grid is 

to provide customers safe, reliable, secure, cost-effective, sustainable and 
flexible energy services throu integration of advanced communications 
and control technologies to transform the operations of its electric network, 
from generation to the customer's prerr 3&E's proposed Smart Grid 

approach addresses the following customer objectives, which were also 
defined in Senate B I "I - ,id Decisic "16-047: 
• Empowering customers to directly participate in grid operations, 

• Accommodating all electricity generation, storage, Energy 

Efficiency (EE), and Demand Respons ograms, including 
customer-owned and Distributed Generation (DG), 

Customers must have the tools and knowledge to personally benefit 
from the Smart Grid in the wa . st impactful to th individuals, 

families and businesses, The scale of educating customers about the Smart 

Grid, given the large size and diverse demographic makeup of PG&E's 
customer service territory, is a large undertaking, Smart Grid education will 
build on existing education efforts related to SmarflVIeter™, time-of-use 
pricing and other time-varying pricing rates, EE, DR and others, and will 
provide a larger context of understanding about what the Smart Grid is, what 
it can do for the customers, and why it is relevant to customers, 

PG&E proposes to pilot a targeted outreach strategy focused on specific 

geographic areas and groups of customers, including residential, business, 
multicultural or hard-to-reach customers, that are selected based on the 
relevance and potential impact of the pilot Sm d technologies being 

D1 Appendix A, p. 4. 
PI Stats, 2009,, Ch. 327, 
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piloted and potentially implemented system-wide. Through this proposed 

customer outreach pilot, PG&E will use a locally targeted approach to test 
customer response to integration of Smart Grid messaging with various 

energy education campaigns and will educate customers on the facts, 

benefits and costs associated with the implementation of Smart Grid 
technologies, including the pilot Smart Grid projects proposed in the Smart 
Grid Pilot Deployment Project under this application. As P6 gins to 
pilot new Smart Grid technologies, it will engage with customers and u 
opportunity to see which messages resonate w TI, and then iterate 
accordingly to ensure it can successfully work v storners on an ongoing 

basis.PI 

Key Objectives of the Customer Outreach Pilot: 
• Test new Smart Grid-speci ssaging and customer outreach 

materials and gather customer input. 

• Use customer feedback to determine how best to communicate factual 
and objective information on the Smart Grid to customers. 

• Identify areas of potential customer question, concern or confusion 
related to Srm ii pilot projects and technologies generally, and 
develop strategies to address these issues. 

• Develop a scalable Sm; :l communication strategy that meets 
longer-term objectives of PG&E's Smart Grid deployment plan, including 

the customer outreach strategies identified in PG&E's Smart Grid 

Deployment Plan, and creates a foundation for customer understanding, 

knowledge and engagement in Smart Grid technologies. 

These objectives are informed by the early-stage research PG&E 
conducted to understand customers' interest and initial perceptions of the 
Smart Grid. 

PG&E plans to u s an initial trial year to test messaging. 
During the years of 201 ans to further test and refine 
targeted and early Smart Grid deployment outreach based on the locations 

of the pilot projects as well as the potential system-wide deployment of 

Smart ployment Plan filing, Chapter 8, p. 199. 
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Sm ij technologies generally, to deliver the information that is most 

relevant to customers, and identify the factors that lead customers to 
request or require additional information, 

ganization of II 2 .mainder of This Chapter 
• Sectic 1 PG< " nart Grid Outreach and Education Approach 

• Section C - Proposed Geographically Target reach Pilot 

• Sectic • • Pes 1 1 quested in This Chapter 

• Sectic iclusion 

B. - * > i - i: ; •" • 3-.ation Approach 
Based on experience with the deployment of SmartMeter™ technology, as 

well as the rollout of time-varying pricing, as identified the critical need 
for a multi-touch approach that educates customers at multiple levels and 
through multiple communications channels about the energy management 
solutions and enabling technologies that reach their communities, including 
Smart Grid products and services prior to the large-scale implementation of 
these technologies, The proposed Smart Grid customer outreach pilot includes: 

• A combination of messages through multiple activities a thods, aimed 
at establishin seline customer understanding of the Smart Grid, 

• Communication of factual information about the Smart Grid technology pilots 

to customers, business and their communities, 

• Determination of the Smart Grid facts, benefits, and costs that are most 
important and impactful for customers, 

• Addressing customer questions, problems and concerns, 

PG&E anticipates focusing customer communications on factual information 
about the Smart Grid as a whole, as well as context of the technology 
projects included in this application, For example, the Voltage and Reactive 

Power (Volt/V, stimization project proposes to improve voltage control in 
areas with high penetrations of rooftop solar photovoltaic (PV) generation, using 
input from distribution-level devices along m tartlVleter™ voltage 
measurements, Customer education and awareness concepts could emphasize 

that the combination of SmartMeter™ technology and the VoltA/AR Optimization 
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:em increase the amount of solar PV that can be safely and reliably 

interconnected in this specific part of PG&E's service territory, 
As another example, the Smart Grid I ine Sensor Technology project 

proposes to test, evaluate and pilot overhead line sensors on select distribution 
feeders wit , . " uency of outages, The line sensors will pinpoint the 
outage/equipment damage location reducing the outage times these customers 
experience, Outreach concepts and targeted communication could emphasize 
such benefits as PG&E will be able to more quickly and efficiently restore 
service in their area through this Smart Grid technology, initially 
geographically-targeted in areas which have historically been subject to higher 
frequency of reliability issues, 

In addition to providing factual information about the benefits of Smart Grid 
pilot project technologies, PG&E intends to identify obstacles that may lead to 
customer resistance or misunderstanding on Smart Grid technologies generally, 

Based on PG&E's experience with the implementation of SmartlVleter™ 
technology, potential customer concerns and perceptions about the Smart Grid 

may include higher bills, privacy, security, and health impacts of Radio 
Frequency, To effectively communicate customer-facing Smart Grid 

technologies and projects generally, PG ns to create a foundational 

understanding of the Smart Grid and what its future deployment, including both 
benefits and costs, could yield for customers. Specifically, helping customers 

understand what the Smart Grid is and what it can enable, This will help to 
frame the conversation with customers as specific Smart Grid projects and 

benefits become availat iJ identify ways to engage with specific customer 
groups, such as multicultural or hard-to-reach customers, 

C. Proposed Geographically Targeted Outreach Pilot 

t Methodology 
first year of the geographically targeted customer awareness pilot, 

PG ns to develop and test its messaging and outreach approach prior 
to increasing the scope of efforts in : » multi-year pilot 
approach is intended to provic undation for large-scale implementation 
of outreach and education once I • d pilot technologies have been 
vetted and the outreach strategy tested and refined, The timing of the 
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large-scale effort will be dependent in part on the full-scale implementation 
of Smart Grid technologies and partly based on the needs of customers for 
information about the Smart Grid, Any request for funding for both the large 

scale Smart Grid deployment and associated customer outreach will be 
included it neral Rate Case or separate application^] and will be 
guided by the outcome of the pilots in this application, The specific 
components of the proposed Srn :J Customer Outreach and Education 
Pilot are explained further below, 

t Scope of Work 
The Smart Grid Customer Education a " • '> Ires : :it is composed of 

Customer Research and Analysis, Customer Outreach, Organizational 

Readiness and Change Management and related staffing requirements, 
PG&E proposes the following scope of work to accomplish the objectives 

identified on pag )f this testimony, 

• Customer Research - PG&E plans to conduct additional customer 
research that builds on the initial PG&E-spec earch findings 

explained in the Smart Grid Deployment Plan ier develop and 
update Smai ssaging and positioning, Initial PG&E specific 

research identified two primary findings: (1) t • , d is largely 

unknown to residential customers (but favorability increases with 
information); and (2) there is a high level of interest in the Sm d. 

These two findings reinforce the importance of conducting further 
research to build an understanding of customer education and 
awareness needs about the Sm d and the need for PG&E to adapt 
messaging based on customer feedback and experience, Through 
SmartMeter™ outreach, PG&E has learned the importance of ensuring 
customer-facing messages are simple, clear and easily understood, 
Message testing provides the forum to hear directly from customers, and 
ensure outreach is focused on their interests and concerns. 

To accomplish these goals, PG&E intends to conduct studies to gain 
understanding of customer perceptions of: Mat the Smart Grid is; 

M -047, Ordering Paragraph 14. 
PI Appendix A, 2-204, 
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(b) how it can benefit them; an /bat will motivate them to participate 

in Smart Grid related products, facilities and services. More specifically, 
this proposed research will include studies that address customer 
preference with regard to the amount and type of information customers 
will find relevant when considering Smart Grid education outreach, their 
desired method of communication delivery, motivations in participating 

or understanding more about Smart Grid benefits and barriers that could 
prevent customers from taking an interest in future Smart Grid products, 
facilities and services. Customer research findings will facilitate 
actionable developments in the structuring and positioning of future 

Smart Grid outreach and education activities. 
PG ns to conduct ongoing tracking studies to gain insights into 

the impact of messaging and various tactics. This continued effort will 
help to understand and refine key findings related to the education 

needs and preferences by customer group or geographic location. 
PG&E plans to use this test-and-refine methodology to guide outreach 

efforts described below and optimize a plan for additional and more 
wide-scale Smart Grid outreach in the future. 

• Customer Outreach - PG ns to develop messaging and outreach 

materials to be deployed with flexibility among key customer groups with 
identified educational needs, such as multicultural, hard-to-reach or 
Small and Medium-sized Businesses (S s well as in areas where 
initial technology pilots will take place. 

PG , 3 found, through experience with the Se • r Power and 
Power a EJrighter Future outreach related to SmartMeter™ technology, 
that face-to-face interactions with customers provide an excellent 

vehicle for targeted customer engagement and interaction. Accordingly, 
PG&E's proposed approach to this pilot outreach focuses on similar 
activities, including mobile educational tours, local events, targeted 
direct mail, and commui treach facilitated by local government and 
third party organizations. 

To provide ongoing support a ources for customers to further 
expl 5 benefits associated with SITU : d, PG&E plans to develop 

online content and collateral as part of this pilot. Table 5-1 below 
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1 

2 

provides a breakdown of the communications and outreach channels 

and activities that will be used in the outreach pilot project, 

E 5-1 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

COMMUNICATIONS AND OUTREA IELS AND ACTIVITIES 

Line 
No. 

Outreach 
Channel Description get audience 

1 Third-Party 
Outreach 

PG&E intends to leverage existing relationships and partner with 
stakeholder groups to communicate Smart Grid messaging as a 
means of engaging customers in further discussion about energy 
management and potential program participation. 

Residential, 
Agricultural and 
SIVIB 

2 Event and Locai 
Outreach 

PG&E plans to engage local audiences through a mobile tour 
experience that reaches targeted areas that are selected based on 
need and/or implementation of technology pilots. These events 
wiii provide a forum where PG&E can integrate complementary 
EE, DR, and DG messages and have proven to effectively reach 
groups of customers with identified education needs, such as 
multicultural or hard-to-reach customers. 

Residential!, 
Agricultural and 
SMB 

3 Direct Outreach Geographically targeted direct mail! and email to build awareness 
of events, Smart Grid-related work and future benefits. 

Residential! 

4 Online Updates to pge.com with content related to Smart Grid 
technologies and associated benefits. Integrated with EE, DR and 
DG as appropriate. 

Al! Customers 

3 • ange Management - As PG&E begins to move from pilot to large 

4 scale implementation of Smart Grid education and outreach in 2016 and 

5 beyond, there wi 3d to train and prepare all customer facing 
6 employees to respond to customer inquiries and requests for 

7 information, These efforts will include content development and 
8 implementation of internal training and education, Additionally, PG&E 
9 will use internal communications and develop online resources to ready 

10 the organization as a whole to respond appropriately and knowledgeably 
11 to customers, This was a key learning from the SrnartlVleter™ 

12 deployment, and PG&E's employees represer ileal touch point with 
13 customers, particularly around new technology deployments, 

14 3. Pilot Benefits and improvements 
15 At the broadest level, the pilot will work to ensure that targeted 
16 customers better understand what the Smart Grid is and how it can affect 

17 and benefit them in various direct and indirect ways, including improved 
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service and reliability, integration of more renewable resources into the 

power grid and less need for new power plants in the longer term, On a 
more personal level, customers can gain insight into their role in the Smart 
Grid and gain awareness of the specific tools and resources they can use to 
take advantage of capabilities and information enabled by Smart Grid 
technologies, This can increase the benefits received through the broader 

set of DR and EE programs offered by PG&E, and research will guide which 
programs are offered, when and how. Finally, customers will receive 
information to answer the questions and mitigate the concerns and/or 
perceptions they may have related to the implementation of the Smart Grid, 

such as privacy, security or access, 

re a • ' J -y - * !l "" I < _ '-

" • • • 'i i , " apter 
PG&E has based its cost estimate on projects and studies of similar 

scope and whenever possible, leveraged actual cost data for SmartMeter™ 
related outreach and education and related staffing requirements, While 
costs appear to be relatively constant over the period 2013-2016, the 
majority of work in earlier years is focused more heavily on research and 

development of communication and outrea ssaging for testing 

purposes, Work and the associated costs in the later years (2 1 

is more heavily weighted on outreach implementation and preparation for 
more widespread deployment efforts in 2017 and beyond, 
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TABLE 5-2 
:1F1C GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

SUMMARY OF CUSTOMER OUTREACH AND EDUCATION COSTS 
($ IN THOUSANDS) 

Total 
Line Customer Outreach Forecast 
No. and Acquisition 2013 2014 2015 2016 (2013-2016) 

1 Outreach Labor $300 $300 $300 $300 $1,200 
2 Organizational Change and - - - 500 500 

Employee Training 
3 Research and Analysis 310 250 260 100 920 
4 Customer Impact and 250 250 300 300 1,100 

ES&S Comms 

5 Communication and Outreach 2,015 2,190 2,265 2,190 3,660 

6 Third-party outreach 360 360 360 360 
{s t a k e h o i d e r/co m rn u n i ty) 

7 Events and local outreach 500 750 750 750 
(mobile education tour, liocai 
events) 

8 Direct outreach (direct mail, 900 900 900 900 
email, booklets/ 
collateral) 

9 Online/social media 255 130 255 

10 Subtotal $2,375 $2,990 $3,125 $3,390 $12,380 

11 Non-Labor Escalation $135 $219 $303 $357 $1,019 
12 Labor Escalation 21 22 25 48 117 

13 Subtotal $156 $241 $333 $405 $1,136 

14 Total $3,031 $3,231 $3,453 $3,795 $13,516 

Note: Total Costs Subject to Rounding, 

1 E. Conclusion 
2 The benefits of piloting customer outreach and awareness messaging 

3 related to the Smart Grid prior to widespread implementation include more 
4 efficient selection of tactics, and greater efficiency and impact on customer 
5 education and awareness of Smart Grid pilot projects and technologies generally 

6 due to enhanced understanding of customer needs and proven relevance of 
7 outreach and messaging, PG&E will work to refine and improve the 
8 effectiveness of Smart Grid-related outreach and messaging as it gains 
9 experience and gathers data fr< targeted audiences ' • PG&E 

10 will u insights gained through the customer research and the targeted 
11 outreach and education approach described throughout this chapter to validate 
12 and refine its Smart Grid messaging and strategy, PG&E plans to use this 
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test-and-refine methodology to gu reach efforts arid optimize a plan for 
additional and more wide-scale Smart Grid outreach in the future as needed and 
consistent with PG&E's Sm d Deployment Plan. 
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Sco »e 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the revenue requirements 

needed to support Pacific Gas and Electric Company's (PGf lart Grid 
Pilot Deployment Project for 2013 throug discussed in Chapter 7, 
revenue requirement will be trued up to recover actual costs through a new 
balancing account, The revenue requirement establishing final cost 
recovery will be established based on a recorded revenue requirement 

calculation using the same Results of Operatioi ssumptions 
presented here, updated as appropriate for authorized financial factors and 

tax parameters, This chapter supports the cost basis on wh Smart 

Grid Pilot Deployment Project rates are calculated for forecast purposes, 

Summai il 
PG&E's Smart Grid Pilot Deployment Project cost of service, as 

expressed in the revenue requirement, is calculated based on PG&E's 
planned capital expenditures and expenses, As a result of this 

methodology, PG&E shows the revenue requirements presented in 
Table 8-1 broken out by project, 

TABLE 6-1 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

2012-2015 REVENUE REQUIREMENT REQUEST 
($ DOLLARS) 

Line 
No. Smart Grid Pilot Deployment Project 2013 2014 2015 2016 Total 

1 Distribution Pilot 
2 Short Term Demand Forecasting Pilot 
3 Technology Evaluation, Standards 

- $609,117 $(3,592,920) $14,470,882 $11,487,079 
$597,134 545,755 (3,071,725) 4,003,024 2,074,189 

& Testing 
4 Customer Outreach and Awareness 

2,331,295 3,246,868 
3,063,686 3,265,553 

3,262,707 
3,495,732 

2,828,678 
3,835,391 

11,669,547 
13,660,361 

$5,992,115 $7,667,293 $93,793 $25,137,974 $38,891,176 
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B. Opera rises 
The Operations and Maintenance expense estimates for ough 2016 

include labor, materials, supplies, contracts, and other expenses related to 

implement! ' Smart Grid Pilot Deployment Project. Chapte trough 5 
provide the estimated amount of these expenses and describe the services 
provided. These expenses are estimated in nominal dollars. This is consistent 

with the method PG&E used in its 20 neral Rate Case (GRC) 
Application 09 • 111 !0, filed Decembi 2009. All incremental PG&E labor 
includes standard burdens such as payroll taxes and direct benefits. Indirect 
employee benefits such as those associated with post-retirement, long-term 
disability, workers compensation and casualty insurance are excluded. 

C. Capital-Related Inputs 
The primary capital-related inputs to the cost of service calculation are 

presented in Chapte "ough 4. Capital costs are grouped by the following 

classifications: lformation Technology (IT) Hardware; and (2) IT Software. 
These classifications have certain tax treatment as discussed in Secti 

D. Eleme • « i - -• « ' ati ilculation 
The Smart Grid Pilot Deployment Project annual revenue requirement 

calculations show the revenues that PG&E needs to cover the incremental 

expenses. These calculations also include the revenues that PG&E needs to 
cover the capital-related costs associated v\ lart Grid Pilot Deployment 

Project that have gone into service in 2013 throng 
In addition to the expenses described above, expense-related costs also 

include property, business and other taxes, which are based on the currently 

effective tax rates. PG&E app icbise Fees and Uncollectible (FF&IJ) 
factor of )675 (electric) to the revenue requirement. Th • factor was 

agreed upon in PG&" 1 ' • ' ' .. ernent Agreeme " • 1 

The various capital-related components of the alculation are discussed 
below. 

preciation 
Depreciation is included in the cost of service calculations as both 

depreciation expense and accumulated depreciation. 
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Depreciation expense is calculated using depreciation accrual rates 

based on the straight line, remaining life method in accordance with the 

Commission Standard Practice U-4, Determination of Straight Line 

Remaining Life Depreciation Accruals. Depreciation measures the loss of 
value in tangible assets that occurs as the assets are used up over time. 
Depreciation expense represents the amount of that value recognized in a 
given year for recovery of prior capital investment. It is through depreciation 
expense, net of salvage value, that a utility recovers its original capital 
investment through rates. 

PG&E classified the capital additions by plant type, thereby assigning 
the appropriate depreciation rate and service life. These classifications 
include: (1) IT Hardware; a ware. For each classification, 
PG&E estimates depreciation expense by multiplying the weighted average 
plant in service by the corresponding book depreciation rates. PG&E 
estimates the depreciation expense using the depreciation rate schedule as 
determined in the 2011 ( . emeriti! f F >ing the depreciation 
schedules, Table 6-2 summarizes the depreciable lives and depreciation 
rates that PG&E proposes for its Smart Grid Pilot Deployment Project 
assets. 

LE 6-2 
PACI flD ELECTRIC COMPANY 
BOOK DEPRECIATION ASSUMPTIONS 

Line 
No, Asset 

Life 
(Ye Rate (%) 

1 IT Hardware 5 19,51 
2 IT Software 5 19.81 
3 Substation Relays 34 2,92 
4 OH Conductor and Devices 22 4,64 
5 Electric General! Lab Equip. 12 8.09 
6 Common Corn. Equip. 7 14,28 

Accumulated depreciation is calculated by adding estimated 
depreciation expense and net salvage value to the prior year's end-of-year 
reserve balance and subtracting the forecast asset retirements. 

201 " „ ~ „ c te Case, Settlement approved =i cision 11-05-018. 
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2. Rate Base 
The elements of rate base included for Smart Grid Pilot Deployment 

Project costs are: utility plant in service, plus working capital, less deferred 

taxes, and less accumulated depreciation. Utility plant in service consists of 
the accumulated undepreciated investment in plant and equipment that is 
used and useful in rendering the services that . * quir cart 

Grid Pilot Deployment Project. In developing the associated rate base, 
certain deductions are made. A deduction is made for the accumulated 
deferred taxes associated with these assets. These deferred taxes result 
from following the Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System (IV 

tax depreciate :hod for Federal Income Tax (FIT) purposes. Due to the 
timing differences that result from the use of this tax depreciate ;hod, 
taxes that have been paid for by the customer are not paid to the Internal 
Revenue Service until a later date. Finally, plant is reduced by the amount 
of depreciation reserve (i.e., the accumulated depreciation already taken in 
prior years). 

3. Rate of Return 
PG&E multiplies the currently adopted composite Rate jrn (ROR) 

c rcent by the Smart Grid Pilot Deployment Project average rate 
base for each year to calculate the return on rate base. This calculation 
uses th ' and capital ratios adopted in PG&E's 2008 Cost of Capital 

>C) decisic i- \ l Subsequent calculations of recorded 
revenue requirements for entry into the Sm d Pilot Deployment Project 
Balancing Account will incorporate the latest authoriz »R for capital 
revenue requirements. 

> • ! upreciatic sumptions 
This section describes the assumptions and calculations used in the 

revenue requirements calculations to estimate income tax depreciation. 
PG&E estimates California Corporation Franchise Taxes and FT i net 
operating income before income taxes. FIT expense is the product of the 

PI Decisions 08-05-036 and 09-0$ naintained the 2008 COC levels for 
2009 an jspectively. The 2008 COC levels remain in place for 2011 
as the Annual Cost of Capital Adjustment Mechani \M) trigger was 
not met. 
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1 currently effective corporate income tax rate (35 percent) and federal 

2 taxable income. I tkewise, state income tax expense is the product of the 
3 statutory n :ent) and the state taxable income. 

4 FITs are computed on a normalized basis. This allows PG&E to 
5 recogni timing differences between book and federal tax depreciation. 
6 This difference multiplied by the federal tax rate is called deferr and 
7 is included as a credit to rate base. 
8 State income taxes Icuiated o • 1 w-through basis. Therefore, 
9 the customers receive an immediate benefit from the use of accelerated 

10 state tax depreciation. There is no associated rate base deduction for 

11 deferred state taxes. 
12 PG&E followed MA< - nd Asset Depreciation Range (AI I ! 

13 guidelines for classifying Smart G )t Deployment Project capital 

14 additions and calculating federal and state tax depreciation. All acquired 

15 software is capitalized for tax depreciation, and therefore generates tax 
16 depreciation and deferred tax expense when it is booked as an exper 
17 Section 167(f)L5] of the Interna snue Code f • quires taxpayers to 
18 capitalize and depreciate certain software acquired in the open market. 

19 Section 174 of th provides that some portion of the cost of certain 

20 self-developed software may be deducted currently. As in the 2011 GRC, 
21 PG&E has used normalized tax accounting treatment for amounts that are 

22 capitalized under Sectic md flow-through tax accounting treatment 
23 for the amounts that are deductible under Section 

24 Bonus tax depreciation is being applied to qualifying capital in 
25 Table 6-3 summarizes the federal and state tax depreciation methods used 
28 in the RO calculations. Subsequent calculations of capital-related revenue 

lb1 Uses Sum 1 - ,rs Digi 1 • .hod. 
[4] Software exceeding a $1 million threshold is capitalized for book depreciation 

in accordance with tf • ttlement Decision 11 -Of 
PI T inibus Budget Reconciliation Act " 3 (Pub. L. 103-66) added 

Section , effective for capitalized software purchased after 
August 10, 1993. 

p] On December ident Obama signed the Tax Relief Act. This 
Act provides for 100 percent bonus depreciation in 2011 and 50 percent 
bonus depreciation in 2012 for qualifying property. 
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requirements for entry into t d Pilot Deployment Project 

Balancing Account will incorporate the latest authorized or best available tax 
accounting parameters, 

TABLE 8-3 
PACI SID ELECTRIC COMPANY 

UMPTIONS 

Line 
No, Asset Federal Tax Method State Tax Method 

1 IT Hardware 
2 Internally Developed Software 
3 Substation Relays 
4 OH Conductor and Devices 
5 Electric General! Lab Equip, 
6 Common Com, Equip, 

5-Year MACRS 
Expense 
10-Year MACRS 
10-Year MACRS 
7-Year MACRS 
7-Year MACRS 

6-Year ADR SYD 
Expense 
30-Year ADR SYD 
30-Year ADR SYD 
12-Year ADR SYD 
10-Year ADR SYD 

E. aerations 
The capital expenditures and operating expenses described above and 

PG&E's 2011 adopted COC are used to determine the amount of revenue 
needed from customers over the costs of the Smart Grid Pilot Deployment 
Project, This amount of revenue is known as the revenue requirement or cost of 
service, PG&E's revenue requirement request is based on the 2008 COC 
approved in Decision hat has subsequently been maintained in 2009 
and 2010 by Decisions 08-06-035 and 0 ipectively, as well as in 
2011, as the AC CAM trigger was not met. 

For capital expenditures, the revenue requirement is calculated to recover 
the investment through depreciation; the return on investment through the 
application of the COC (ROR) to the rate base; income taxes associated with the 
return on equity and with the difference in timing of costs between book and tax 
calculations; and property taxes on the unrecovered investment (net plant), 

Franchise fees and uncollectible expenses are added to the combined 
capital-related and expense-related revenue requirement, The factors used for 

this calculation are based on the factors applied in PG&E's I 
Settlement Decision 1 • • 1 ails of 1 enue requirement calculations 

are located in the Workpap pporting Chapter 6. 
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
CHAPTER 7 

COST RECOVERY PROPOSAl 

A. Introduction 

ckgrouticl 
The purpose of this chapter is to present Pacific Gas and Electric 

Company's (PGi Dposal for cost recovery of capital and operating 
expenses required to advance the modernization of PG&E's electric grid 
consistent with the policy of the state of California, as described in Senate 
Bill I 1 and PG&E's Srn d Deployment Plan filed with 1 • • lifornia 

Public Utilities Commission (CPUC or Commission) on June 30, f 

2. Purpose 
In this applicatic , - • - juests approval for cost recov " forecast 

costs for the 8m d Pilot Deployment Project for the period 2013 

through smaking purposes, PG&E has assumed the program 
will begin in 2013 with a Commission decision by the end of 2012. If the 

decision is delayed, the revenue requirement calculations may need to be 

adjusted to match the timing of the actual work. If such a delay occurs, 
PG&E will file an advice letter with revised revenue requirements. 

As described in Decisi - ' - • omission ordered that 
PG&E "shall seek approval of Smart Grid investments either through an 
application and/or through General Rate Cases."! ist recovery and 
associated revenue requirements will be addressed in this application 
because PG&E will not have sufficient time to incorporate t mmission's 
Final Decision on the Smart Grid Deployment Plan into its Test Year 2014 
General Rate Case (GRC). Due expected timing of the Commission's 

Final Decision regarding the Smart Grid Deployment Plan and PG&E's 

PI 2009 Padilla. 
PI A. 11-06-029. 
PI -047, Ordering Paragraph 14 
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2014 GRC,[4] PG&E believes it must seek approval to begin work on six of 

i irt Grid projects now to purse the potential benefits to customers 
or risk a significant delay in realizing the potential customer benefits, 

3. Cost Recov al 
PG&E proposes the following ratemaking treatment for the Smart Grid 

Pilot Deployment Project costs: 

• Rates will be set initially to recover forecast costs, w 3-up to actual 
costs achieved through a proposed new Smart Grid Pilot Deployment 
Project Balancing Account (SGPDPBA). 

• Electric revenue requirements reflecting the cost forecast for the project 

will be revised annually throu nual Electric True-Up (AET), or 
as otherwise ordered by the Commission, to include the forecast 
revenue requirement for the year and an adjustment for the difference 
between the forecast a ord'- ' • enue requirement. 

• Cost recovery will occur through the Distributi /enue Adjustment 
Mechanis I) and will be consolidated with the AET. Assuming a 

decision in this proceeding before the 2013 AET, rates set wer the 
' - • rnue requirements will be set in tl „ = = vice letter, or 

as otherwise authorized by the Commission, Rates set to recover the 

subsequent years' revenue requirement will set in the applicable AET 

advice letters, or as otherwise authorized by t mmission. 

pnization of the Chapter 
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: 

• Sectio Summary of Costs 

• Section C - Cost Recovery Proposal 

• Section D - Conclusion 

PI T - • 'Ian for the 2014 Te: " ,r General Rate calls for PG&E to file its 
Notice of Intent by August 1, 2012. The Final Decision on the Smart Grid 
Deployment Plan is not expected until July 1, 2( 
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1 B. Summary of Costs 

2 1. Summai » 
3 PG&E requests approval to recover approximately $108.9 million in total 

4 costs expected to be incurred from 2013 through 2 ) implement and 
5 operate the Smart Grid Pilot Deployment Project. These costs include the 
6 incremental capital expenditures and Operations and Maintenance (O&M) 

7 expenses related to analyzing, testing, and piloting new systems and 
8 technologies. The total incremental costs are show in Table 7-1 and 
9 described in detail in Chapt irough 5 of the testimony. 

IE 7-1 
PACK sID ELECTRIC COMPANY 

SUMMARY OF SMA ID PILOT DEPLOYMENT PROJECT TOTAL COSTS 
($ IN THOUSANDS) 

Line 
No. Project 2013 2014 2015 2016 "Total 

1 Smart Grid i trie Sensors $2,551 $8,681 $3,023 $2,652 $16,908 
2 Volt/VAR Optimization 3,856 14,944 10,281 9,747 38,828 
3 Detect & Locate Fauits 1,733 8,224 1,547 1,506 13,009 
4 Technology Evaluation Standards & 2,306 3,587 3,585 2,973 12,451 

Testing 
S Short Term Demand Forecasting 2,575 7,171 2,174 2,228 14,149 
8 Customer Outreach & Awareness 3,031 3,231 3,458 3,795 13,515 

7 "Total $16,053 $45,838 $24,068 $22,901 $108,880 

10 

11 

The total incremental O&M expenses of $31.8 million are shown in 
"" le 7-2 and described in detail in Chapte "ough 5 of this testimony. 

E 7-2 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

SUMMARY OF SMA ID PILOT DEPLOYMENT PROJECT OPERATIONS AND 
MAINTENANCE EXPENSES 

($ IN THOUSANDS) 

Line 
No. Project 2013 2014 2016 "Total 

1 Smart Grid Line Sensors _ $199 $641 $721 $1,561 
2 Volt/VAR Optimization 298 925 1,012 2,236 
3 Detect & ! ocate Fauits _ 105 253 267 625 
4 "Technology Evaluation Standards & $2,306 3,212 3,180 2,598 11,276 

Testing 
5 Short Term Demand Forecasting 591 540 733 749 2,613 
8 Customer Outreach & Awareness 3,031 3,231 3,458 3,795 13,515 

7 "Total $5,928 $7,588 $9,170 $9,142 $31,828 
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1 = total incremental capital expenditures of $77,0 million are shown in 

2 Table nd described in detail in Chapters'' oug - _1 this testimony, 

TABLE 7-3 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

SUMMARY OF SMART GRID PI 'I EPLOYMENT P ' T 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 

($ IN THOUSANDS) 

Line 
No. Project 2013 2014 1 2016 Total 

1 Smart Grid i ine Sensors $2,551 $8,483 $2,382 $1,931 $15,347 
2 Volt/VAR Optimization 3,858 14,845 9,358 8,735 38,592 
3 Detect & Locate Faults 1,733 8,119 1,294 1,239 12,384 
4 Technology Evaluation Standards & _ 375 425 375 1,175 

Testing 
5 Short Term Demand Forecasting 1,985 8,831 1,442 1,479 11,538 

8 "Total $10,125 $38,253 $14,898 $13,759 $77,034 

3 oposal 
4 PG&E is seeking authorization to proceed with the Smart Grid Pilot 
5 Deployment Project and approval to recover PG&E's revenue requirements, 
6 which is calculated based on forecast capital expenditures and O&M expenses, 

7 To begin this deployment, PG&E requests that the Commission establish rates 

8 to begin recovery of the project 
9 PG&E proposes that initial rates for the project be set based on the forecast 

10 of costs and that these costs be included in the total electricdistribution rates 
11 charged to customers, Although initial rates would be set based on this forecast, 

12 PG&E proposes that customers ultimately pay therevenue requirements of the 
13 project based on actual costs, PG eposes to create a new regulatory 
14 balancing account (SGPDP! track the difference betwe revenue 

15 requirements based on actual costs compared to the forecast revenue 
16 requirements, Forecast revenue requirements will be included in tt \M for 

17 recovery, 
18 PG&E is requesting approval to recover its forecast revenue requirement, If 
19 the Commission approves this application, PG&E will file an advice letter for 
20 approval of the preliminary statement for SGPDPBA and to include in rates the 
21 forecast reveni jirement for all project costs f • ; total revenue 
22 requirements of $38,9 million are shown le 6-1 and described in detail in 
23 Chapter 6. PG&E will recover the adopted forecast of revenue requirements in 
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the SGPDPBA in electric rates as part of the AET advice letter, or as otherwise 

authorized by t nmission, 

s ' nart Grid Pilot Deployment Projec t Recovery 

a. Monthly Calculation and Balancing Account Entries 
For purposes of the Smart G )t Deployment Project cost 

recovery, PG&E will record balancing account entries oi >nthly 

basis. Upon approval of this application, each month from January 2013 
through December; %E will record the actual electric revenue 

requirement in the SGPDPBA. 
1. Capital-related revenue requiremer Iculated on recorded 

plant additions. 
2. Recorded O&M costs (debit), calculated on recorded expenses. 
3. One-twelfth of the annual revem uirement (credit) that was 

included in the DRAM base revenue amount, which is the forecast 
revenue requirement approved in this proceeding. 

4. Interest on the average balance account. 

At the end of the year the balance in the account would be 
transferred to the DRAM account. The revenue requirements recorded 
to DRAM will be recovered in distribution rates in the same manner as 
other distribution reven d will be revised annually in the AET, or as 

otherwise authorized by th imission. 

b. Cost Recovery if There Are Scope or Schedule Changes 
The total costs forecast for the Smart Grid Pilot Deployment Project 

was used to develop the revenue requirements. pests that 
the Commission find that the costs and associated revenue 
requirements be reasonable. If the Commission's final decision modifies 

or expands the scope of the project, PG&E should be authorized to 

modify its revenue requirement forecast due to the expanded or 

modified scope. If the decision is delay 3 revenue requirement 
calculations may need to be adjusted to match the timing of the actual 
work. If such a delay occurs, PG&E will file an advice letter with revised 
revenue requirements for recovery through the AET. 
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•" lati |; . ' I 9 neiral Rate Case 
PG&E will file its next GRC in 2012 for rates recovering base costs in 

2014 through 2016. Tf recast will not include costs associated with 

the Smart Grid Pilot Deployment Project. All incremental costs for the 
period hrough 2016 will be dealt with in this application, including all 
capital-related and maintenance costs. In this way, costs will not be double 

counted and all costs can be examined together in this proceeding. PG&E 
will continue to record and recover the revenue requirements (capital-related 
and ongoi 1 IVI expenses) in t „ PDPBA until the subsequent GRC 
(currently projected for 

PG&E proposes to consolidate its capital-related revenue requirements 
in its 2f< To the extent that the 201 • ycle is delayed, PG&E 
proposes to file an Advice Letter to determine the appropriate capital-related 

revenue requirements. Detail ults shall be included in the advice letter 

that implements rates for 2017. The revenue requirements shall be 
recovered in electric rates in t ir that year until the next GRC cycle. 

st Reasonableness 
PG&E requests that the Commission find the project costs to be 

reasonable. PG&E's forecast costs for the initiatives are based on extensive 

analysis. If PG&E completes the work at a lower cost than authorized, the 
reduction in revenue requirement will be credited to customers. Therefore, 

PG. " • juests that the CI' 11 3view the process and the cost estimates 
presented in this application, and find the forecast costs reasonable. 

usion 
PG&E is requesting cost recovery for the Smart Grid Pilot Deployment 

Project costs incurred in the years 2C 16 through the creation of a new 

electric balancing account (SGPDPBA). Entries into this balancing account 
would reflect the revenue requirement based on actual costs incurred. PG&E 
will recover its authorized revenue requirements and the year-end balance 
recorded in the SGPDPBA through the electric distribution rates set in the AET 

advice letters, or as otherwise authorized by the Commission. A full review of 
forecast costs will take place as part of this application process, and once these 
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1 forecasts have been reviewed and adopted, no further reasonableness review 

2 should occur, 
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PACIFIC 6A.S AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
STATEMENT OF QUAl IFICATIONS OF KEVIN J. DASSO 

Q 1 Please state your name arid business address. 

A 1 My name is Kevin J. Dasso, and my business address is Pacific Gas and 
Electric Gompari srket Street, San Francisco, California. 

Q 2 Briefly describe your responsibilities at Pacific Gas a ctric Company 

(PG&E). 
A 2 I am the senior director of the Smart Grid And Technology Integration 

Departme < position, I am responsible for developing PG&E's Smart 
Grid investment plan and business strategy, managing the utility-wide 

portfolio of Smart Grid projects, overseeing PG&E's participation in critical 
Sm d standards activities and directing the preparation and support of 
Sm d related regulatory filings at t • • lifornia Public Utilities 

Commission and the Federal Energy Regulate Timission. i am also 

responsible for managing PG&E's technology laboratory and research 

organization. 
I joined PG&E in 1! d have held various positions in transmission 

and distribution planning, engineering, operations, maintenance and 
construction. I have been in my current position since August 2010. 

Q 3 Please summarize your educational and professional background. 
A 3 I received a bachelor of science degree in electric engineering from Iowa 

State University, in 1981, and a master of science degree in electrical 
engineering from Santa CI , liversity, in 1991. h egistered 

professional electrical engineer in California. 
Q 4 What is the purpose of your testimony? 
A 4 I am sponsoring the following testimony in PG&E's Smart Grid Pilot 

Deployment Project: 
• Chapter 1, "Sm. 1 Pilot Deployment Project Policy." 
• Chapter 3, "Technology Evaluation, Standards a sting." 

Q 5 Does this conclude your statement of qualifications? 

A 5 Yes, it does. 
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
STATEMENT OF QUAl IFICATIONS OF TERESA J. HGGi UND 

Q 1 Please state your name and business address. 

A 1 My name is Teresa J. Hoglund, and my business address is Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company, 77 Beale Street, San Francisco, California. 

Q 2 Briefly describe your responsibilities at Pacific Gas a ctric Company 
(PG&E). 

A 2 I am the director of Revenue Requirements and Analysis, which is a 
subsection of the Analysis and Rates Department and Rates and Regulation 
organization. ! oversee work related to revenue requirement modeling for 
rate cases, near and long-term revenue requirement and rate forecasting, 
and economic forecasting. 

Q 3 Please summarize your educational and professional background. 

A 3 I received a bachelor of business administration degree with an accounting 

concentration frc Pacific Lutheran University in 1983. After my 
undergraduate studies, I worked in the Tacorna office of Ernst & Whinney as 
a consultant in the Tacoma Telecommunications Practice. I received a 
Certified Public Accountant certificate in the state of Washington in 1988. I 

moved state of California in 1987, where I join National/Alltel as 
manager of Cost Separations and Settlements. lational/Alltel, over 
the next five years, I held various positions, including West gion 

budget director, Western Region controller and Southwest Region controller. 
In 1992, I joined PG&E as a senior analyst in the Plant and Depreciation 

Accounting group within the Capital Accounting Department. Subsequently, 
I held the position of the plant and depreciation manager. In 1995, I moved 
to the Corporate Accounting Department and held various positions or 
combinations of such positions over nine years including energy accounting 
manager, technical accounting manager, and external financial reporting 
manager. 

In 2004, I left PG&E for personal reasons. In 20 Turned to PG&E 

as a senior regulatory specialist in the Analysis and Rates Department, in 
is promoted to manager of Regulatory Analysis and Forecasting, 

which Dup within the Analysis and Rates Department. I did 
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19 

governance work related to balancing accounts and monthly revenue 

requirement and rate forecasting, In I wed into my current position 
of director or Revenue Requirements and Analysis, 

I have sponsored testimony before the California Public Utilities 
Commission (GPUC) for PG&E's recovery of Expenditures in 1 € d 1998 
to Enhance Transmission and Distribution Syst< :ety and Reliability 

Pursuant to Section 368(e) (A.99-03-039) and 2009 Market Redesign and 
Technology Upgrade (A. 10-

I am also sponsoring cost recovery testimony in vario 
proceedings, including PG&E's 20 "terai Rate Case - Phase 3 

(A. 10-05 - <fault Residential Rate Programs (A. 10-08-005, 
Market Redesign and Technology Upgrade (A, 11-02-011), and Modifications 
to its SmartMeter™ Program (A. 11-03-014), 

What purpose of your testimony? 

I am sponsoring the following testimony in PG&E's Smart Grid Pilot 
Deployment Project: 

• Chapter 7, "Cost Recov aposal." 
Does this conclude your statement of qualifications? 

Yes, it does, 
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
KG I E 1 If ' - • J ; If - •' •" ' ill • .! • 

Q 1 Please state your name arid business address. 

A 1 My name is Nielsen D. Jones, and my business address is Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company, 77 Beale Street, San Francisco, California. 

Q 2 Briefly describe your responsibilities at Pacific Gas a etric Company 

(PG&E). 
A 2 I ar icipai regulatory specialist Revenue Forecasting and 

Analysis section of the Analysis and Rates Department, where I am 
responsible for producing and supervising the preparation of revenue 
requirement models, and developing related testimony. 

Q 3 Please summarize your educational and professional background. 
A 3 I received a bachelor of science degree in nuclear and power engineering 

from the University of Cincinnati in 1985. I receiv laster of business 

administration degro " , > olden Gate University in 1995. n 1985 to 
1987, II worked as an engineer for Westinghouse Electric Corporation. 

I joined PG&E in 1! an engineer in the Nuclear Power Generation 
Department. My responsibilities included nuclear fuel utilization analysis 

and reactor physics calculations. I was promoted in 1995 to supervisor, 

responsible for fuel and core technical analysis. In 1997, I was promoted to 
acting director of Nuclear Technical Services. My responsibilities included 

managing technical projects and programs supporting the Dial nyon 
Power Plant. 

In late 1998, I left PG&E to join Altran Corporation, a management and 
engineering consulting company. As a senior consultant, I supported utilities 
throughout the United States on projects such as Y2K auditing, plant 
licensing review and probabilistic reliability studies. 

I rejoined PG&E as a senior rates analyst in late 2000 and was 
promoted to the position of team lead of the Operations and Maintenance 
(O&M) expense group in August 2003. In this position, I was the working 

cash expert witness in the 2003 and 20 neral Rate Case: as 
well as the O&M expense witness in Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission filings. In June 2006, I became the supervisor of the results of 
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21 

operations groi ; position, I continued to be the PG&E expert 
witness for working cash in addition to being an expert witness for revenue 
requirement calculations and being a case manager for the cost of capital 

regulatory filing, In October 2010, I was promoted to my current position, 
principal regulatory specialist. In this position, I continue to be focused on 
the production of revenue requirement calculations for regulatory filings, 

Most recently, I was the revenue requirement witness in PG&E's 
SmartMeter™ Program Upgrade filing (A 9), the 2009 Rate Design 
Window filing (A,09-09-0 e 2009 Nuclear Decommissioning Cost 
Triennial Proceeding filing (A,09-04-007), the 2011 GRG Phase 1 a 

filings (A.OS GO a • - ie Market Redesign and Technology 
Upgrade filings (A, 1" • i - e Modifications to the 
SmartMeter™ Program filin< ' " G-014), the 20 • tastrophic Event 

Memorandum Account filing ( A.11-0f cl the Pipeline Safety 

Enhancement Plan filing (A.11-
What is the purpose of your testimony? 

I am sponsoring the following testimony in PG&E's Smart Grid Pilot 
Deployment Project: 

• Chapter 6, "Results of Operations," 

Does this conclude your statement of qualifications? 
Yes, it does, 
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
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Q 1 Please state your name and business address. 

A 1 My name is Daidipya J. Patwa, a siness address is Pacific Gas and 
Electric Compan irket Street, San Francisco, California. 

Q 2 Briefly describe your responsibilities at Pacific Gas a ctric Company 

(PG&E). 
A 2 I ar. . icipal within t I rgrated Resource Planning department of 

PG&E's Energy Procurement organization. 1 ; .ponsible for developing 
and supporting analysis, planning, and strategy related to resource planning 

and integration of renewables. I joined PG&E in 2009 and have held 
positions in energy efficiency and energy procurement. 

Q 3 Please summarize your educational and professional background. 

A 3 1 received a bachelor of science degree in computer engineering from the 
University of Delaware in 2002, a masters degree in electrical engineering 
from the University of Delaware in 2008, and a masters degree in business 

administration from the Anderson School of Management at the University of 
California, I os Angeles, California in 2010. Prior employment with 

worked in product development at W.L. Gore & Associates. 

Q 4 What is the purpose of your testimony? 
A 4 I am sponsoring the following testimony in PG&E's Smart Grid Pilot 

Deployment Project: 
• Chapter 4, "Short-Term Demand Forecasting Smart Grid Pilot Project." 

Q 5 Does this conclude your statement of qualifications? 
A 5 Yes, it does. 
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
STATEMENT OF QUAl IFICATIONS OF DANIEl J. PEARSON 

Q 1 Please state your name and business address. 

A 1 My name is Daniel J. Pearson, a business address is Pacific Gas and 
Electric Compan Market Street, San Francisco, California. 

Q 2 Briefly describe your responsibilities at Pacific Gas a -ctric Company 

(PC 
A 2 I ar inager in the 5m-, ' d Technology and Integration organization 

within Engineering and Operations. My current responsibilities are focused 
on PG&E's Smart Grid Strategy. 

Q 3 Please summarize your educational and professional background. 
A 3 I received a bachelor of science degree in electrical engineering from 

Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon in 1981. i am a registered 
professional engineer in the state of California and a member of the Institute 

of Electronic and Electrical Engineers. 
I began my employment as an engineer with PG&E in 1981. I have 

worked in both the divisions and in corporate headquarters, managing 
electric distribution engineering personnel, as well as performing capital and 
expense-related electric transmission and distribution engineering analyses. 

In 1996, I was the Distribution Customer Services project manager on the 
December St earings, and from 1993 through 2004 have been the 
Distribution Customer Services lead for PG&E's reliability and capacity 
programs. I also served as the witness in the following filings: 1999 
General Rate Case witness for Electric Distribution Capital, 20 fribution 
Reliability Improvement Project, and 20 neral Rate Case witness for 
Electric Distribution Capac im, 

Q 4 What is the purpose of your testimony? 
A 4 I am sponsoring the following testimony in PG&E's Smart Grid Pilot 

Deployment Project Filing: 
• Chapter?, "SITU j Distribution Pilot Projects." 

Q 5 Does this conclude your statement of qualifications? 
A 5 Yes, it does. 
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
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Q 1 Please state your name and business address. 

A 1 My name is Steven E„ Propper, and my business address is Pacific Gas and 
Electric Compan irket Street, San Francisco, California. 

Q 2 Briefly describe your responsibilities at Pacific Gas a etric Company 

(PG&E). 
A 2 I ar >gre r -keting manager for the SmartMeter™ program in our 

Solutions Marketing group. I am responsible for customer outreach and 
education campaigns as they pertain to the SmartMeter™ program. I am 

also responsible for determining how SmartMeter™ related education and 
marketing should evolve beyond the current deployment of meters 
underway and its intersection with other customer-facing programs. 

Q 3 Please summarize your educational and professional background. 

A 3 I received a bachelor of arts degree in economics from the George 
Washingt< versify, and a master of business administration (M.B.A.) 

degree frc I focused on both marketing and energy-related 
initiatives during my winning the Nokia Marketing 
Competition and ranking finalist in the 2009 Vestas Wind Ener ovation 

Competition. Before my M.B.A., one of my major marketing 
communications projects was with an early stage Smart Grid technology 
company. 

Q 4 What is the purpose of your testimony? 

A 4 I am sponsoring the following testimony in PG&E's Smart Grid Pilot 
Deployment Project: 
• Chapter 6, "Stiri; j Customer Outreach and Education Pilot." 

Q 5 Does this conclude your statement of qualifications? 
A 5 Yes, it does. 
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